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This conference was held because the many unresolved issues in vocational education demand the resources of many persons to resolve them. When pared to the essentials, the issues of vocational education are those of education as a whole. Regardless of how the education system is defined, vocational education, or that part of education directed toward preparing persons for differentiated work roles, is a subsystem of that system. It is, thus, impossible to think of vocational education apart from education in its broader dimensions.

Vocational education is an aggregate of paradoxes. As an example, it is generally held that vocational education in America dates back to the founding of Harvard College, an institution dedicated to preparing persons for the ministry. Then, too, many persons believe the first vocational education act was the Morrill Act, which created a system of higher education designed to prepare persons for agricultural and industrial pursuits. If we were to establish a trajectory from these two points—the redoubtable Harvard and the powerful land-grant universities—at some point that line would intersect with the secondary school program to provide opportunities for youth and adults to prepare for occupations not requiring a bachelor's degree. This provision did occur through two nearly simultaneous events: the formulation of the famed Seven Cardinal Principles of Education as a philosophical embodiment of the scope of American public education and the enactment of the Vocational Education Act of 1917, which provided funds for part of the cost of established programs designed to fit persons for useful employment. The paradox, however, is that the term vocational education has applied to neither the training for the ministry, for which Harvard was founded, nor the training for occupations in agriculture and engineering, for which the land-grant colleges and universities were founded. Rather, vocational education applies solely to training for occupations which do not require a baccalaureate degree. Indeed, some would limit the term vocational education to the preparation for occupations requiring a high school education or less.

The Vocational Education Act of 1917 clearly put vocational education of less than college level under public supervision and control. But in the nearly 60 years since, vocational educators have complained vigorously that they are not accepted by the public school system, and many school administrators have complained that vocational educators do not want to be accepted. At the heart of the struggle are the millions of youth and adults whose needs for employment preparation are not being met, and this includes the majority of American citizens. There is evidence, however, that states are making great strides toward incorporating vocational education into the system, in fact as well as in name. Indeed, Craig Phillips' interest in this movement actually prompted this conference.
The decade of the sixties, when landmark federal educational acts were enacted, will go down in educational history. The two major vocational education acts were preceded by two distinguished documents: "Education for a Changing World at Work" and "Vocational Education: The Bridge Between Man and His Work." The Honorable Martin Essex of Ohio, Dr. Rupert Evans of the University of Illinois, and Dr. Melvin Barlow of UCLA—all participants in this conference—took part in preparing these documents. These reports laid out the need to expand vocational education, not only in terms of occupations for which preparation is offered, but also in terms of the clientele to be served. Vocational education, as we have come to know it over the years, was intended to expand the services of the public educational system, but it has resisted its responsibility to provide educational services for all people. The clientele is to be extended to minority groups, the handicapped, the disadvantaged and any other person unable to participate in the educational fruits of the nation.

While Congress has been adamant on this point, our record does not speak well for itself; yet the extension of vocational education to persons outside American education's mainstream is crucial to our very value system.

Vocational education, therefore, is a paradox in that it both imposes and is a victim of social stratification or, in less polite terms, snob appeal—a luxury it cannot afford. Equality of educational opportunity is a perennial issue, and, when it is resolved, each person will be assured the right to be prepared for one or more occupations by the public schools at public expense. Meanwhile, industry should not be expected to pay both taxes and the cost of training its own workers, nor should citizens be expected to pay taxes to support the public schools when those schools continue to produce graduates without valuable skills. The American public has demonstrated that it will support public education to prepare persons for professional work roles in state colleges and universities; and, to an increasing extent, the public has demonstrated that it will support junior and community colleges, technical institutes, and area vocational schools to prepare persons for semi-professions and managerial, technical and highly skilled craftman work roles. But the public has yet to demonstrate that it will support massive-scale programs designed to prepare all students who will not continue education beyond high school for appropriate work roles.

The resolution of these paradoxes may need to await the development of an indigenous American philosophy of education. Perhaps the public's interests will best be served by an educational system based on an eclectic or "melting pot" philosophy. I for one, however, would like to think that ultimately we shall articulate our own clearly defined and internally consistent philosophy of education. Career education, a major issue confronting vocational or occupational education, is described as a concept or, more accurately, a philosophical entity. The educational ills which career education addresses are chiefly philosophical in nature, for they lie in such areas as the real value...
of an individual’s experiences and how these can be given meaning. Indeed, American education has inextricably moved toward a philosophical orientation to the individual, his acts, and the validity of his feelings and experiences.

America has always been considered to have a state-supported and state-directed system of education. The first vocational act supports this contention in that each state responds to the act within federal guidelines. However, vocational programs financed through federal legislation have had a strong federal orientation. Although it would not be entirely accurate to say that the chief state school officer has been ignored in developing and implementing vocational programs, it would be accurate to state that the manager in the state system has not been a full partner in the vocational education enterprise. Aside from purely practical considerations, impending developments in vocational education may result in changes in management and in the responsibilities of each level of management. The act which would have provided for revenue sharing did not pass in 1973 but may be enacted in the future. If this is done, the future of vocational education, as we have known it in the past, may be in the hands of the manager of the system of public education. The quest for unity and understanding may then mean the very survival of an educational system which, despite over half a century’s growth, is not yet firmly embedded in the public schools.

At the conclusion of this conference, it is hoped that the following will have occurred:

1. Each participant will have achieved a fuller understanding of the great issues which confront vocational education.

2. Each participant will have examined the system of education’s goals, curriculum, personnel, and personnel development delivery system in light of the mission of that system.

3. Each participant will have asked and will continue to ask questions from which an indigenous philosophy of American education will eventually emerge.
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THE PROBLEM

Dr. Sidney P. Marland, Jr.
President, College-Entrance Examination Board
There are assembled in this room the essential parties to the formulation of a major benchmark in the history of American education during these next two days, if we choose to make it so—if we choose to believe that there is a central message around which we can gather to change this nation, change the life of the schools at all levels, and change the history of this country, particularly in its social dimensions. It depends, I believe, upon our will and upon the reasonableness of the propositions we examine; because I know of no Chief State School Officer who will not be concerned first with what is right for his schools, and with reasonableness in the things that he sets out to do as he leads his state.

I find this opportunity to be the opening speaker a dreadfully responsible one. I thought long and hard about the things I might say. Most of you have heard my rhetoric on the subject of occupational education. Therefore, I am shunning my own rhetoric and drawing heavily upon the current thinking and writing of others who have been examining the topic that we are examining today. I am going to draw from them quotations for your scrutiny, hopefully weaving them together in a way that will give us a profile of where we are in the educational history of this land. The responsibility of our schools and colleges to develop citizens for occupational fulfillment has long been a high concern of education in America. There is nothing new about what we are addressing today, except that the opportunity for reform is larger, more urgent, and perhaps more possible. At no time in our history—as nearly as I can perceive—has the occupational objective reached as high a place in our values as it holds today. A Gallup poll taken in August, 1973, revealed that 93 percent of the American people wanted their elementary and secondary schools to be concerned with the development of occupational competencies in young people. Ninety-three percent consensus on anything in any poll is remarkable, especially on something with as much reform implicit in it as what we are talking about today. There is a general feeling of discontent with things as they are in our elementary and secondary schools. Change is in the air. Students in our colleges too are demanding a different drum beat than what has been heard. Those of college age are opting—in some cases, out of college or not to go to college at all—quite irrespective of their intellectual capacities, because they are searching for other postsecondary experiences. This is distressing to our colleges. Students are voting by way of the registrar's office for what they want, and they are choosing pragmatically those things that will lead to more fulfilling lives—not only fundamental and purely occupational offerings, but offerings that relate to usefulness in subsequent careers.
For at least the last three years there has been a rallying of educational leadership around the theme of articulating occupational education with the cultural and academic learnings of our schools and colleges. This theme is called career education. The states appear to be the critical instruments of political, educational, and fiscal initiative in what increasing numbers of authorities view as a "reform movement" under the career education concept. This conference, as I perceive it, has as its purpose to assess the degree of consensus or difference that surrounds this subject and to examine the next steps. Such steps, presumably, will lead toward a program of action to be taken individually or collectively by states with federal encouragement and assistance. That consensus and plan for action could be the products of this meeting, provided there is, indeed, agreement on the validity and usefulness of the subject.

As we speak of the theme of the conference, I would use the term "occupational development" generically and not as a program—not as an educational concept, but rather as occupational development at large. I would use "vocational education" as a program—specific, legislative, and operational—contributing to occupational development. "Career education," as I perceive it, seeks a larger abstraction, elevating our concerns for occupational development to a harmonious and integrated system, giving equal value and dignity to work as we have traditionally given to intellectual development in our educational values. This is not a new notion. It was not invented in January, 1971, when the term "career education" seemed to find a certain amount of consensus and when we endeavored to speak a message from the federal government that had long been present in educational thought.

We speak of higher education and occupational purposes. Since its very founding in 1639, Harvard University has been an occupation-oriented institution. The first 100 years of Harvard were devoted to the development of clergymen, in a career mode, blending and harmonizing the humanities, the social concerns of the day, and the science of theology with the pragmatic needs of a young nation to develop clergymen. Seventy-five percent of the graduates of Harvard during its first 100 years were clergymen. Benjamin Franklin, in 1759, developed the Philadelphia Academy as a place where young people could learn to work as well as learn their history, drama, and, as Franklin put it, the underlying morality of the people. The Land Grant College Act was clearly aimed toward harmonizing formal academic learning with agriculture and engineering as early as 1839. So I am not speaking of anything new when I talk about the groping of our nation toward this ultimate abstraction that unifies preparation for work with preparation for the total development of human beings. Samuel Gompers, the great labor leader, addressing the NEA in 1916, pleaded for what he called the removal of the solely "bookish" needs of our schools, and for moving our schools toward something that would be useful in terms of the emerging industrial society, at the edge of which he stood.
Then came the landmark legislation of 1917, the Smith-Hughes Act. I call it a blessing and a curse for all ensuing years; a blessing because, of course, it was great legislation, setting in place the values of the American people on the need for developing human beings with occupational competencies. Yet, I say it was also a curse because in all these years there has been—by law, by custom, by protocol, by financing—a separate system. It was a force for good, because around it have rallied those concerned with the topic we are dealing with today; but it has been a nagging liability because of the statutorily encouraged separation. I told you that I was going to lean on others for thoughtful quotes, and I have drawn heavily in these remarks on David Rogers, who, in May of 1973, completed a very scholarly analysis of the emerging theme of career education. Rogers is a sociologist and professor of the School of Business Management, or Business Administration, at New York University. In the Teacher's College Record of May, 1973, Rogers said,

There is a narrow and misplaced elitism that puts inordinate emphasis on a four-year college degree, gears most educational resources to college-bound students, insulates academic from vocational-technical training, and relegates students and educators in vocational programs to second-class citizenship.

This statement reflects national values and not just biases of educational separatists alone. One of the distinguished members of this meeting today, Martha Bachman, writes,

Attitudes of vocational educators lean toward isolation and separation. This only succeeds in dividing the educational community. We should consider having vocational education compete on the basis of merit with all other instruction and stop referring to it as "that federal program."

Martha Bachman would probably bow to no one in her championship for the ideals underlying vocational education, but she notes the unhealthy separatism. Our faculties are separate, programs are separate, money is separate, and protocol and the rules and regulations governing certification are separate. I think that has been part of the curse. Vocational acts subsequent to the Smith-Hughes Act have gradually broadened and liberalized the very constraining and narrow legislation of 1917. They added new dimensions and opportunities for spreading from the high school level somewhat upward and provided for more course offerings than the narrowly defined trades. Even so, vocational education remained through 1968 as a separate instrument, funded at about $500 million a year of federal money and substantially larger parts of state money. I return again to Rogers:

There is no effective delivery system growing out of this present mechanism. In brief, there is no orderly or effective
system of occupational training and supportive services for all the youth in America—and none allowing for continuing interchange and movement between school and work. The many agencies involved do not function as if schools are producing young workers. No coherent delivery system exists involving collaborator relations among the many agencies concerned. This, along with the failure of the economy to generate enough jobs, has contributed substantially to the very serious problems of youth unemployment, alienation, crime, withdrawal, and other similar forms of behavior.

But then came the great legislation—the Education Amendments of '72—and the occupational components of that legislation. I am not going to belabor the details of that legislation except to say that you are familiar with it and it is all contained in Public Law 92-318. It hasn't yet begun to emerge in terms of being comprehended in its power, its scope, and its meaning for all of us who are concerned about education. The passages in that law clearly address the comprehensiveness which Craig Phillips in his opening remarks, asked us to think about today.

The Secretary shall promote and encourage the co-ordination of programs developed hereunder, supported by all parts of the Vocational Education Act and other laws pertaining to education and the various departments and agencies of the federal government. . . . The Commissioner shall promote and encourage occupational preparation, counseling and guidance, job placement, and placement in postsecondary occupational education programs as a responsibility of elementary and secondary education. He shall utilize research and demonstration programs administered by him to assist in the development of new and improved instructional methods and technology across the board.

The law continues, giving totally new scope and flexibility to what has been vocational education's narrow authorities.

There must be consideration of the most effective means for utilizing all existing institutions [emphasis added] within the State capable of providing the kinds of programs assisted under this part, including, but not limited to, private and proprietary institutions, technical institutes and manpower schools, branch institutions of state colleges and universities, and public and private colleges and universities.

There is nothing left that escapes the net of the comprehensiveness of this legislative authority, including
development of a long-range strategy for infusing occupa-
tional education—including general orientation, counseling,
guidance and placement—either in a job or postsecondary occupa-
tional program—into the elementary and secondary schools on
an equal footing with traditional academic education to the
end that every child will leave secondary school prepared
either to enter the productive employment field or to under-
take additional education at the postsecondary level, but
without being forced prematurely to make an irrevocable
commitment to a particular education or occupational choice
[emphasis added].

It's all there. There is no doubt about it's being law,
so we have the authority to implement the career education theory.
We do not need another line of law, in my judgment, to carry out the
large implications of the comprehensive task that we are addressing
today. I am going to run through very quickly some issues and obstacles
that I hope will stimulate discussion. One is, "Where does the initiative
lie?" In the States? In all of the several parts and territories, sepa-
rately and individually, spontaneously? Or is there a coordinating
mechanism? Is the federal role the supreme mechanism? I hope not, but
there has to be an articulating of the leadership establishing more pre-
cisely—the program, the delivery system, and the implementation, if
something is to happen. There is no question, I think, in the minds of
those of you who know me about the fundamental position I have held as a
federal officer on the individuality and autonomy of states. Yet,
I think that we have to ask, "Is the autonomy and diversity so
complete that there is no room for the harmonizing among us that this
meeting suggests?" So the issue is, "Where is the nexus of movement?"
Is it state-by-state or is it in a consensus under a singular kind
of leadership somewhere? If so, where?

The issue of definitions continues to rise now and then.
Definition is part of the problem. I have counted at least 120 of
them in the research that I have done, from such distinguished scholars
as Ken Hoyt, Gordon Swanson and many others, including state legislators.
Almost every state has some definition on which it is working. Some
states have definitions built into laws now, and to me that is part of
the beauty of it. The creativity and initiative that have generated
pieces of comprehensive definitions—descriptors, program parameters
defined—have been part of the beauty of what has been happening. I
have felt that (as the architect's axiom says) "form follows function,"
and we haven't yet hammered out the function enough for the form to become
exact and neatly defined. We have only been working at this two or three
years, as you know. John Ottina has recently declared that in his role
as Commissioner of Education, he now sees the need for the federal
I respect John’s judgment on it.

Another issue is the industry/education relationship. It is a little early to make any summary judgments until it becon4 apparent how career education programs work out. Far from befog ‘gust another fad,” however, the career education movement (as enunci’ted in the recent literature-synthesizes many of the best reform ideas of the past decades from the various exemplary programs that have been cried out and proposes, to apply them in a systematic way—not just to vocational schools but to the entire system of public education—sions, many of the best reform ideas of the past decades have not been developed to promote more effective forms of education, I have written, and a critical perspective is certainly necessary...
Another issue that I would touch on is the turfsmanship question. I have encountered little rivalry, sometimes big rivalries, and jealousies that rest between our parts. At the rocal level, they exist between the vocational education-professional staff and the academic staff, and even between the vocational education and industrial arts staffs, in some cases.

I have encountered in my own teaching and administration, the turfsmanship between our parts. At the local level, they exist between vocational education and industrial arts staffs. In some cases, I have encountered little rivalry, sometimes big rivalries, and jealousies that rest between our parts.

A billion and one-half dollars would allow $100,000 for every district, per year. That allows you some idea of how the averages would work out, per district, for a billion-dollar program with a million-dollar program, and a million-dollar program, and a million-dollar program, and a million-dollar program. From the revenue enhancement, there are major educational possibilities, there's a major educational enhancement, and a major educational enhancement, and a major educational enhancement, and a major educational enhancement, and a major educational enhancement. From the revenue enhancement, there are major educational possibilities, there's a major educational enhancement, and a major educational enhancement, and a major educational enhancement, and a major educational enhancement. From the revenue enhancement, there are major educational possibilities, there's a major educational enhancement, and a major educational enhancement, and a major educational enhancement, and a major educational enhancement.
Five billion dollars would allow $100 per student, at all levels. That's five billion dollars against 15 billion dollars for welfare in the federal budget alone. I say let's turn that welfare money around into useful ends to create "Whole people" as distinct from merely feeding, clothing, and housing people as they are, reproducing additional generations in the same mode. I know of nothing but education that can intercept that dreadful cycle, and that will cost money.

There is the anti-intellectual issue--those who say that things are either black or white. If you are FOR occupational education, you are AGAINST academic education. We in America seem to have an aptitude for making things black or white on almost any issue. We must be more determined to clear up this alleged dichotomy, telling those who care about this theme of comprehensiveness that the sum of the parts will be greater than what we now have in the separated occupational area and the academic area. I hold, with considerable conviction, that those college professors who are anxious about the anti-intellectual thrust that they see in this present movement, haven't done their homework on what it is all about. I hold that people coming into college will be far more highly motivated and have a far greater purpose in mind about why they are there than they now have.

Minority concerns are also an issue. Some minority viewers see this as another "put down" for blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and Indians. I would have to say that those of you who have examined carefully the message of career education would agree with Larry Davenport, the former Chairman of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education. Davenport, who is black, says, "The career education movement brings more promise to minority children than any of the civil rights legislation so far enacted." Other thoughtful minority people who have cared to examine the message realize that it is not a form of tracking; it's a form of removing tracking so that every individual can advance according to his interests and capacities.

Coleman's thesis is that we are a society increasingly sheltering our young from the realities of work and what the world is all about. We are increasingly prolonging childhood. If you have not read his work, "Transition--Youth to Adulthood," I commend it to all leaders in education to help set our sights on where our society is pushing us. Coleman speaks harmoniously and supportively with us as educators and as a great social scientist himself. He sees career education as one of the lively options for response to his challenge.

There is the question of waiting for the research to come in; we can't wait forever. On the other hand, we have to watch out for the over-hasty implementation of new dimensions. We did that with Title I. In 1965, I, like everyone else in this room, was just as eager as I could be to get my hands on that added money--program or no program, research or no research, promising teaching procedures or no promising
... teaching procedures. We wanted that money, and we got it and spent it. For the most part, for a continuation of all of the things that we had been doing. We did not substantially change the system. We cannot make that mistake again. The evidence must be in, and we have to decide when there is enough evidence and stop researching forever. The law authorizing the establishment of NIE makes a specific and concrete commitment to the development of strategies and models in career education. It is the only specific charge in the law. But each state, as well as NIE, has its own research and development. Both state and federal research and development must be articulated—and soon.

How should the training of teachers and the training of counselors come about? Those systems where it has been started have found teachers to be responding cordially, for the most part, to the new expectations that career education puts upon them. Counselors (and my work presently with the College Board does put me in touch a good bit with counselors) are asking with profound concern, "What shall I do as a counselor in this new mode that seems to be emerging all around me when all I have been doing is getting bright young girls into Vassar and bright young men into M.I.T.?” “Now that is easy. We have been giving brownie points to our ablest counselors for doing the things that are easiest for them to do—not picking up the crippled, the limited, and the impoverished and creating a new life for them through counseling and new educational resources.

It's a new world for counselors, as well as teachers, and it must find a better system for balancing with our manpower needs. Unless we have a system in which the young people coming through our schools and colleges can find fulfillment in reasonable, decent work compatible with the things in which they have been counseled, we are going to end up with more and more bitterness. We must bring together some sort of symmetry to the development of human beings in compatibility with the needs of our nation. The art and science of manpower prediction are still miserably infantile, but we cannot settle for that—we are talking about new systems. This is not the responsibility of educators, but it is a large current social need.

Also, there is the issue of labor's concern with the emergence of new forms that introduce young people to the world of work realistically and the necessary and expected concern that labor expresses toward this mode. We ask that labor join, too, in looking for ways to contribute its wisdom to the development of more complete human beings through a synthesis of work and learning. I think it is well within the capacity of labor to join with us as a number of thoughtful labor thinkers have done in advancing career education. Walter Davis, speaking for the central educational office of the A.F.L., C.I.O., has been in on all of the deliberations surrounding the career education theme in the Office of Education. We have a distinguished labor leader,
Mr. Jack Edwards, here today who I hope will lend his wisdom to the work of labor, the feelings of labor, as we all move toward this emerging challenge to reconsider some of labor's present positions.

Finally, is there a need for reform at all? Or are we merely building "ghosts" here, saying that we should reform and then saying that as the road gets rough, we don't need to after all? That is something that nobody but individual leaders--local, state and federal--can decide for themselves. I close my remarks with a quotation from this booklet--something else that I warmly commend to you. It is a publication by the National School Public Relations Association that came out in January. It is a synthesis of all of the things that the staff at NSPRA have been able to discover about career education. It is an expertly researched, splendid piece of writing. It is very balanced; it brings in the critics and the negative side with all the worth and importance that it attributes to the affirmative side. And it comes out with a very thorough analysis in 72 pages, for those of us who have to read fast. I will close with a little passage at the end of this booklet:

Is career education the new look in American education or something that will be in the history books twenty years from now as just one more of the fads that held the spotlight for awhile and then faded away? While it is problematical that anything as idealistic and all-encompassing as the total-career education concept will ever be realized in its entirety nationwide, the evidence would seem to indicate that it is an idea whose time has come. It has its roots so deeply in some basic philosophical goals in American education and addresses itself to enough of the critical problems being experienced by the nation in this post-industrial era that it can scarcely be dismissed flippantly. In spite of the pitfalls, the criticisms, and continuing dialogue about how to define the concept and implement it, the evidence all points to a strong possibility that career education is the major redirection of the entire educational system.

Thank you.
GOVERNANCE, LEGISLATION, AND BUDGET

The Honorable Albert Quie
Member, U.S. House of Representatives from Minnesota
Since there is now such a growing awareness of occupational education and the need to achieve a skill during one's formal education on one hand, and to better understand the concept of career education on the other hand, I wonder if we need to use the word "vocational" anymore. Since career education is more all-encompassing than vocational education and since occupational education is more definitive than vocational education, the confusion of terms may be lessened by dropping one of the three, the one which seems to be encompassed by the other two.

Not only have new concepts and new ways of identifying them emerged, but there has also been a great change in education of the young people of late toward learning a skill during one's formal education. I have learned this by talking to high school students. I have made it a point to periodically visit each of the high schools in my congressional district and to respond to the questions of the students. I think high school students reflect the attitude of the rest of the population in their community in the way a thermometer indicates the temperature of the world surrounding it. You cannot blame the thermometer outside a window because it is cold or hot out there, but it tells you what to expect outside. You can talk to high school students and you can really find out what is going on in a community because they reflect what the adults are saying and thinking, and they don't hold back in their questions.

I have noticed as well that students are taking more interest in occupations and skills than they were a very few years ago. I have talked to students who are the product of colleges of the late '60's, who on a visit to their alma mater expressed unhappiness with the present students because they were spending all their time trying to get grades and to learn skills for an occupation. They were not storming the Dean's office or crusading for other concerns they had in the 1960's. The graduates did not think students were "with it" anymore. I noted that they are not the older generation and do not understand the younger generation. Students today more and more realize we have all become aware of the fact that vocational and technical schools are in great demand, while even lower-cost state colleges and junior colleges are worried about whether they are going to have adequate enrollment. There is a great desire now for young people to learn skills.

What is happening today has always been latent within mankind. When one reads about primitive tribes, the only thing different is the acquisition of skills came earlier in life. Formal education for everyone causes young people to remain adolescents in the eyes of others.
longer than ever before in history. Consider the Indians in America. Before complete domination by the white man, they learned their skills as a warrior early (soon after puberty) in order to become known among their tribe as a person of value, which was a part of their culture. They learned occupational training and cultural development. That same thing existed among tribes in Africa before the white man ruined them. That is a natural part of the human being as he learns to live in an organized society.

I am convinced that we must reach the time when we feel that everyone who leaves his formal education should carry with him a skill for a job. Our problem, I think, is that so much of our education is to educate a person to be educated further. If you are only educating a person to go on to more school, it does not make so much difference if the school does a bad job; if it does not do a good job, there is somebody along the way later on to provide remediation, hopefully.

It amazes me that so many students who go to vocational/technical schools must have basic remedial education; in fact, some who go to junior colleges and four-year institutions must have remedial education as well. I think that every secondary school ought to feel the responsibility not only to push every academically-trained student on to post-secondary education, but also to see that everyone who does not so advance secures a job. It should be their responsibility to see that students are prepared for a job just as vo-tech schools or teacher training institutions do now. I have always been intrigued by school superintendents who could tell me how many of their graduating class the year before went to college. You ask them how many have got a job, and they haven't the foggiest idea.

We just heard Sid Harland say that a poll indicated that 93 percent of the parents felt that the education system ought to prepare students for an occupation. How many teachers feel that it is their responsibility? I recall once I spoke in New London, Connecticut, to about 250 teachers. I was supposed to talk on education for the '70's, and I told them that in the '70's I was convinced secondary schools would begin making certain that everybody learned the skills for a job. Laying out the career education concept beginning with elementary schools, I indicated that this should be felt by all teachers. After I finished, the moderator asked the group (something I have never seen a moderator do before), "How many of you feel a responsibility that your students learn an occupation?" Five hands went up. I made a mental note of where those people were and went over to them afterward. I found out they were all vocational educators. Then he asked, "How many think that within 10 years you will or should have that responsibility?" Twenty hands went up. The others evidently felt they should never have that responsibility. It's interesting that 93 percent of the parents think the education system should prepare students for an occupation, and only a small percentage of teachers thought they ought to do this. We have got some kind of a gap between educators and parents about which we ought to concern ourselves.
Let me tell you what I think the ingredients are for a good education. I think No. 1 has to be a well-qualified teacher. I know that you have all read Dr. James Coleman's excellent studies, which, in brief, said that the school facilities had no impact on the students, the teachers had little discernable impact, but what the students brought from home had the greatest significance. You get the impression that if only you let a student sit by another student who is more advantaged, then automatically something good will happen. I think he missed the point, which I believe to be true, that a well-trained, experienced teacher can make a significant impact on the achievement of students.

Second, and I believe equally important, as Coleman would imply, there is a necessity for parental involvement in the students' development, especially in the early years. We have seen a big change occur just in the time my children have gone to school in Montgomery County, Maryland, which has a reputation for having one of the best school systems in the country. I believed that when I moved there 16 years ago with the family. I realized after I had been there a while that it was the students who make it the best school system, because Montgomery County has the highest per capita income and the highest percentage of citizens with doctor's degrees. With students from such homes, even lousy teachers can have good results. That really isn't saying anything good about the education system, but some children were not doing as well, and our children were among them. So we asked the teachers if we shouldn't be helping our children with their homework and anything else we could do. They said just to leave it to them. We would get in the way if we interfered. Montgomery County has now done a 180-degree turn. With our last child, who is in the sixth grade, we find the schools encouraging the parents to assist in the educational development of their children.

The third ingredient is community involvement. I think we have ignored the community in public schools. I wonder how that happened. I have come to the conclusion in my own horseback theory on it, that the community used to be really involved in education. I think that changed because we moved from the teacher who went to normal school to one who was certified and who had four years of college or more. As college graduates, we think back to those most enjoyable experiences in our lives. Undoubtedly, those four undergraduate years of college have to be the greatest we ever had--living with our own age group in isolation from the outside community. I think educators try to replicate that ivory tower experience in the school system.

We have learned, beginning with the studies of Head Start, that parent involvement is of the utmost importance to the development of the child in his early years. Now, sometime between when the child is held in the parents' arms, completely dependent on the parents, and when the son or daughter goes to college, completely on his own, students are learning how to be self-sufficient. Students do not become self-sufficient in the first grade, but they should be at the end of high school.
Where that change comes depends on the capacity of the children as they move along, but the community needs to be involved in that.

Now the community that the parents understand and feel and the community the children understand and feel is a very small community during the elementary years. As children progress in school where there is less need of parental involvement, there has to be more community involvement. The community of the school becomes larger as the student progresses into high school. We do not have the same community over all that once was existent in this country in rural and small towns where the students in school could see what their parents were doing and what their neighbors were doing. The jobs that the adults were involved with were conducted around them. Now many young people live in parts of the city where there is no industry or business going on. There are some grocery stores and retail outlets they can reach, but in some of the ghettos of the city, even that hardly exists. That old neighborhood store does not exist. After the riots in Washington, they closed drug stores and grocery stores in ghettos because of the unrest that existed in parts of the city for a period of time. Young people in those areas do not even have a chance to see the drug store or grocery store in operation around them.

We now need to give young people an artificial opportunity for work experience. I think we have already waited too long. Our laws are written to prohibit young people from having that experience. Child labor laws are preventing them. So now we need to develop it artificially within our schools. We have seen programs work well when young people have a chance to spend time in some business and watch how the adults operate. I remember reading that a Detroit newspaper had twelve-year-olds come to spend some time with them. At first, there was concern with what they would do with those twelve-year-olds, but those newspaper people said after the experience as they looked out on the lights of the city, it was not just a faceless city, but a city full of the families of those children they had come to know. They knew that those students had a better understanding of how a newspaper operated having spent some time with them. That is the kind of work experience we need replicated all over.

Just think of the occupations of people you know. So many people work in establishments where they must have a name tag with a number and picture on it and must be checked in before they can go to work each morning. Kids cannot go along with dad or mother and watch how they work. Also, so much of our work is done behind a desk. Little children cannot really tell what we are doing behind a desk. So the opportunity for work experience must be an educational ingredient.

The whole question of the ability to assimilate the development of skills into one's culture is an ingredient. I talked recently to a person who is teaching this year for the first time--teaching seventh grade. Some kids in that seventh grade cannot read, so she tries to
figure out how she can reach them. However, she did not learn those
tools in college, and around her she does not have the supportive
activity so she can spend extra time with those students or help them
read. So there is a frustrated first-year teacher, unhappy because
many seventh-graders can’t read.

I am really intrigued by people in education who object when I
suggest to them that we must teach pupils to handle their reading and
math because if they will do that well, they can even educate themselves.
(If they cannot read and handle their math, they must be a genius even
to be educated in a formal way.) I am told there are other things that
are more important in school. What is more important than reading
and math? We have proved through the Job Corps that individuals who
could not read when they got into the Job Corps learned to read
through techniques which were developed. They should have been able
to learn to read through those techniques earlier.

Schools, of course, do provide more opportunity for students
than the basics. In fact, the mastering of the basics helps in the
whole area of human relations. Human relations is like puberty;
there is no way someone can go through it for you; you must do it
yourself. It is the same with learning to deal and relate with other
human beings. There is nobody who can do it for you. It’s experimental.
Exhortation by itself is not going to do it. Career education provides
the optimum opportunity for capable human beings leaving our schools.

Lastly, we are talking, also, about life-long learning—the idea
of people going back into job-training again or retraining in any of
the academic subjects. There is talk now of lowering the number of
compulsory education years and permitting young people to drop out of
school for a period of time before they finish high school. I think
all of that is healthy because when you observe anyone who goes back
to school after a work break, he works much harder at it, and it becomes
much easier for him because of the work experience he has had. I think
that, too, can be a part of our whole education program.

Now, what part should the federal government play in this? I
believe as it develops legislation, it ought to enhance these
ingredients—expand the opportunities for teachers to learn skills
that they did not have to learn when they were going through a
teacher training institution; make certain that parental involvement
and community involvement are encouraged; enhance the chance for work
experience and the development of good relations; and ensure that there
be continuing opportunity for persons to avail themselves of education
programs.

If, then, the federal government is going to assume particular
responsibility in any part of education, I think there are three areas
where it has not fulfilled its job adequately. One is limited assistance
for special education for the handicapped. The second is compensatory education for the disadvantaged child. We have done much better on that—$1,720,000 this year and the administration has requested $1,885,000 for next year. I believe the House bill H.R. 69 is a good step forward. However, I am convinced that we ought to get away from distributing the money based on low income so that we can figure out how to make compensatory education available to anyone who is educationally disadvantaged, no matter what his parents' income.

The third area, I believe, is occupational training. Now we have legislation for postsecondary vocational education occupational training. We have legislation on the books which could be of assistance in career education, but we still have not effectively provided the incentive for everyone who will leave formal education in the secondary school to leave with a skill. I find a reluctance among some vocational educators concerning whether that is their responsibility. Some feel that vocational education at the secondary level ought to be preparing students for vocational education at the post-secondary level. They are not all in agreement with teaching students skills in high school. I am glad that career education is a concept rather than a program. Otherwise, I am afraid the federal government would define it very precisely and reduce state and local flexibility. I like the idea of a concept and I am glad that Sid Maryland, even though he says many times that he is not the father of career education, has articulated career education as a concept. I am glad it is still a concept that we can be talking about now, because then the vision and imagination can continue until all schools can do something about it.

As the federal government helps in these three areas, let me point out how I think they ought to assist in total education. Foremost in importance is research. The federal government should be spending money on research in education in amounts similar to those for defense, health, and agriculture. Those are three areas where the federal government has done an outstanding job in funding research. The percentage of the total ought to be the same for education as for those three areas. We need research because it seems to me so much change in education comes from "fadism" rather than from a well-studied determination of validity. I think that insufficient research has been the reason. We need demonstration projects, innovation programs and training programs.

To the extent that we provide service money, I believe it ought to follow what is now called special revenue-sharing. It gives the greatest amount of flexibility possible to the local schools because there is neither the intelligence nor the energy in Washington to be able to wisely distribute money to the local school districts so that it reaches the right child.
The one thing the federal government has not developed an adequate model for, as yet, is evaluation. We have all seen the rhetoric and the proposals, but we have not seen the implementation. We have not seen the results. We have not seen the data that would show us whether the programs were effective. We have not seen the rigorous evaluation that would tell us whether the programs were working. We have not seen the accountability that would tell us whether the programs were being used properly. We have not seen the transparency that would tell us whether the programs were being used fairly. We have not seen the evidence that would tell us whether the programs were working. We have not seen the data that would tell us whether the programs were effective. We have not seen the results. We have not seen the rigor. We have not seen the accountability. We have not seen the transparency. We have not seen the evidence. We have not seen the results.
but he could not recommend it because his constituency would not permit it. So in 1963 we expanded vocational education assistance, but those four categories remained intact with the amount of money they had to keep their security. Security seems to be awfully important in education.

It was not until 1968 that experience with non-earmarked new money made people in three of the four categories realize they did not need that security of earmarking. I think those of us in Washington ought to recognize that one of the reasons why even this was possible is that additional federal money was made available. I would suggest further consolidation of vocational education and more money put into the pot so that any competition will be over additional funds.

But money is really an important factor. I thought it might be just the members of Congress who wanted to make sure they brought home the bacon to their districts so they could get elected again, but I find educators are more jealous for money than even the Congressmen are. Jack Edwards this morning mentioned that one Congressman from his state offered an amendment to H. R. 69 which would distribute 2/3 of the money based on the number of school children and then 1/3 according to the formula we have in the bill. It's interesting that 284 members of Congress would have received more money in their congressional district if that amendment had passed, but he got only 103 votes for his amendment. Now that must mean that there were about 181 statesmen and 103 politicians out of the 284 who would have gained. Why was it that 181 voted against more money for their congressional district? They evidently thought the committee formula was more fair nationally.

One of the reasons was the rule under which H. R. 69 was debated which gave the members time to study the amendments. Now, I fear that if we had brought that bill out of general debate and gone immediately into the amendment stage, the amendment mentioned would have passed, because members told me when they heard about it, "I'm going to vote for that one since it provides more money in my district." Yet they had a chance to study and realize it was children who were disadvantaged who needed help, not congressmen. Our Committee started that way, working on the formula. First, members talked about how their congressional districts and their states could get more money. They finally were convinced to back off and take a look at it to decide what was the best and most fair program for all children in need under the circumstances. We then derived the formula in H. R. 69. It took us more than a year to do it. It is interesting, during that time, the number of times Chairman Perkins said to groups of educators, big city school superintendents and others, "You sit down and work this out for us, and then we will vote on it." They sat down, but they never could agree because they were more interested in getting money for their school districts than they were in looking at the overall picture of providing the best education for the most needy young people of the country. It
is interesting that the people who talk to us about how important the low-income child is and how we ought to make money available for the low-income child seemed to forget about that high principle in favor of any amendment which put more money into their school district. Now, you can expect congressmen to react that way, but why do school superintendents react that way? They are supposed to look to the best interests of education, but I think we ought to be aware that all are human and money is important. I really have to take my hat off to my colleagues who voted down the amendment to H. R. 69.

Let me now talk about those of you gathered here. When I first came to Congress, the Chief State School Officers had very little political clout. Most members of Congress did not think you were a very capable group of people. That has changed now. The Chiefs are looked at with respect, and the states are looked at with much more respect than they ever were. New respect for state and local officials is evident in the recently passed Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, by which money will be distributed to prime sponsors who were in political subdivisions of over a 100,000 population, and the state will be the prime sponsor for the remainder of the state's communities. This shows confidence in people in political life at the state and local levels that did not exist a decade ago. Now the same thing is true, I believe, of the Chief State School Officers.

If we are going to have an adequate delivery system, I think we ought to deal from the federal government, through the states, to the local school districts. Now John Ottina is not going to be very happy with me for what I say next, but I do not think regional offices are really an adequate step between the two. In fact, I think a regional office should exist only to provide the technical assistance that a state needs on a continuing basis. I think it would not be difficult for John Ottina to deal directly with the 50 states and territories. I listen to the proposals on regional offices and I am not convinced. I am convinced that we have a system within our entire nation where you can develop an ability to speak in a voice. I think we need a federation of states. I do not think that the federal government can speak for the nation's education. I think that education ought to be speaking to Washington and to the Congress, and education has not yet done a good job to date. Educators did not help much in writing the Education Amendments of 1972. Elementary and secondary educators did help a little in the writing of H. R. 69.

I hope that as we move ahead in occupational education, we will give time for national debate to go on and educators' input to be made. I am glad for having this conference and being able to be here because here are the chiefs of a good majority of the states sitting around and talking about what we should be doing next in occupation education and career education. I look forward to what you finally decide at the end of your session and to what you do next, because you are a group of people to whom we must listen if we are going to write adequate legislation in the area of occupational education.
NATIONAL EXPECTATIONS

Eugene B. Sydnor, Jr.
Vice President
Southeastern Region of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce
The title of our session this morning is "National Expectations." Now, that is a pretty big mouthful to chew up in two and one half hours, so I will not attempt to cover the whole field. We have an able group of catalysts who can speak to many other areas of particular interest, so I shall limit my remarks to the viewpoint of the business community, which, while an important one, is by no means the only section of interest in the topic "Occupational Education, Career Education, and Vocational Education."

The native Virginian talking about education back home is supposed to invoke Tom Jefferson, who was mainly responsible for, among many other things, the system of public education begun in Virginia and "borrowed" by many other parts of the country. I have heard what I think is a pretty good story about an off-shoot of one of Thomas Jefferson's great works. It has to do with a young student who was asked by his teacher, "Johnny, who wrote the Declaration of Independence?" Johnny replied, "Damned if I know, teacher." Now, this was back a few years ago, and this was a proper, old-fashioned lady. She thought that was very out of order, and she sent the boy home. His parents were naturally a little concerned about this. They were good God-fearing folks, although not particularly well educated themselves, and they believed in bringing up their children right. So Johnny's father took him back to school the next day and asked the teacher why she had sent Johnny home. "Well," she said, "when I asked Johnny a simple question about who wrote the Declaration of Independence, he said, 'damned if I know.' I don't allow that in my classroom." Johnny's father thought a minute and then said, "Johnny, you know I've always tried to bring you up right, to tell the truth, and to do the right thing. Now, son, if you wrote that damned Declaration of Independence, you tell the teacher right now."

I feel a little humble in the presence of so much educational talent and leadership. The ladies and gentlemen sitting around this table have a great deal to do with where education in this country goes, and, as a layman and one who is only peripherally interested in education, I feel some hesitancy in talking frankly with you here today about some of the problems that perhaps we jointly share. I welcome the opportunity, though, to share these thoughts with you on how business views the state of education today, and on changes that we suggest are necessary if our youth are to be served better by their educational experience. I should mention first that I cannot presume to speak for all businessmen; this is a large segment of our country. The National Chamber of Commerce is a federation of business organizations composed...
of roughly 2,700 local and state Chambers of Commerce, trade associations, and other business organizations with somewhat related interests. Sometimes we can differ very decidedly among ourselves. As a federation we have adopted a policy which is acceptable to the main body of that constituency:

As far as the subject of our conference here is concerned, the National Chamber has gone on record as being very wholeheartedly in favor of career education. Although I was interested to hear your discussion here yesterday about the fact that the definition—a very precise definition at any rate—seems to be still missing at this point, we support career education as we understand it. Now, small employers can look on this matter of the demand for a wide range of skills very differently from larger, more nationally known companies. After almost seven years as a director of the National Chamber and as chairman of various Chamber committees including one on education and manpower, I have come to some candid conclusions in the matter of education, based particularly on a survey of education in the country which the education committee made about two years ago. These committee findings were complimentary in that we learned that our schools are doing a better job than ever before. They were critical, though, in that the schools' job still is not good enough when measured against daily rising expectations.

We are all acutely aware that the American citizens demand more from all of our institutions in the 1970's than at any previous time. With respect to business, numerous public opinion polls point forcefully to the extent of public disenchanted with the President, Congress, the business world as an institution, our churches, and our schools. A recent survey indicates that the number of persons with a great deal of confidence in business has dropped more than 40 percent in the last seven years. Aside from the merits of certain criticisms, a major reason business has declined in public esteem is that society has changed its rules and expectations. Just take one example. There is no question that automobiles today are much safer than they were 10 or 20 years ago. Yet, Detroit has been subject to scathing criticism, and properly so, for producing unsafe cars. New rules are now enforced, though, and product quality that was accepted in the past is no longer acceptable today.

The rules have similarly changed for career education, which, by the way, has also declined drastically in public esteem. Let's consider a philosophy that our schools educate all of our students. Now, some members of the chiefs yesterday indicated that the job is perhaps being done better than some of us outside education appreciate, and I would certainly agree with that premise. Perhaps in years gone by it was an implied obligation for our public school system, but there seems to be ample evidence that society then didn't really expect equal-handed, quality education to be available to all of our citizens.
about the 900,000 annual dropouts and non-achievers, but 20 years ago we ignored the fact that nearly the same number were dropping out. While the school enrollment in the meantime has risen steadily, the dropout rate has actually declined almost in half—from 41 percent to 22 percent, I believe, at this time. The actual numbers have gone up slightly in view of the increase in school population which is in line with the national population growth. Why the clamor today about dropouts? Why aren't our schools being applauded for making a much improved performance? The answer, as you state school heads know better than I, is that the standards for performance have changed. Why were we so much less concerned about dropouts in the 1950's? Primarily because at that time there were many more low-level, unskilled jobs to fill, and the functional illiterate was considered "better" suited than the high school graduate to fill them. In 1930 approximately 30 percent of all jobs in the country were unskilled or required few skills other than a willingness to work and do what one was told. Today such jobs represent less than four percent of our national job market. In support of this statement I offer these statistics: Unemployment for youth 16 to 20 years of age averaged less than ten percent from 1947 to 1953. Twenty years later, during the period from 1967 to 1973, this rate skyrocketed to over 14 percent, a 60 percent increase. This increase occurred despite the fact that a much higher proportion of students were staying in school and, therefore, not going into the job market. One of our catalysts yesterday referred to a major problem that minority youth have in getting jobs today. It's a fact that our national unemployment rate is 5.2 percent at this time. The unemployment among youth in general is double that national rate, and the unemployment among minority youth in cities is double that, so the problems come home very quickly to this group of young people who do have to get out of school for one reason or another and seek a job. Granted that many other variables are involved, the primary reason for idleness among youth today is that the traditional, long-time bottom rungs have been chopped off the job ladder. Only about four percent of our 86 million jobs are now classified as unskilled, and the skill demands for the remaining jobs continually advance. Yet, as previous speakers have noted, most of those who graduate in general high school curricula or who do begin but do not finish college have qualifications of little classical value for many employers.

This brings us to the specific question that we were asked to address this morning. What is business expecting and asking of the schools? Business asks the schools to respond to the realities confronting today's students and today's employers by keeping pace with the rapidity of change in our increasingly complicated and highly technical society. We ask our schools to include parents and business-industry-labor groups in the formulation of educational policy. We ask our schools to serve effectively the majority of their students. Eight of every ten secondary school students will never go to college. We ask our teachers and administrators to serve them with the same pride...
as they serve the minority, the two out of ten students who will seek a college degree and the one out of ten who actually gets the degree. We ask our schools to give more attention to providing learning opportunities outside the present structure of formal education so that students will be less isolated from the world they will enter when they leave school, with or without a high school diploma. Finally, we ask our schools to be accountable for our student results: to focus on preparing them to find their place in the world of almost unlimited career opportunities or to pursue further training at the community, college, baccalaureate degree, or graduate school levels of higher education. I think that one of the main opportunities and challenges of the career education or occupational education concept is the fact that today, as I understand it, vocational education enrolls approximately 20-25 percent of the nation's school children. That is fine, but that leaves 75-80 percent of our students who do not have that contact with a practical preparation for whatever they are going to do. That is not limited to only business careers, either. Professional careers, agri-business careers, and many types of opportunities that our youngsters have today to go on to something rewarding to them and to society need to be much more closely tied in with what the youngsters do in school. We urge you leaders in education to focus on what you prepare students to do in later life rather than perhaps putting quite so much emphasis on educational factors--such as tax dollars spent, books in the school libraries, number of students per teacher, and teacher salary scales--important as all these things are in a great enterprise like public education in the United States. In other words, let's devise fair and realistic measurements of school outputs in human terms as contrasted with what appears to have been a major reliance in the past on input factors of a statistical nature. I realize you cannot run a school system without money, and it was interesting to hear some of the comments and questions yesterday of Congressman Quie, who, of course, has a very close connection with a source of funds. But we must be practical at the same time, and I think you can have adequate funding, and perhaps even greater funding, if some of these needs for education are met.

Perhaps you feel that I am being unfair. I would like to remind you of the definition of a friend. A friend is someone who knows you well and still likes you. He knows your shortcomings as well as your good points. As a friend of education, I know many good points about it, but I call your attention to some places where perhaps we can jointly improve its performance. In connection with this last expectation, I am reminded of a recent newspaper article describing a law suit for $1 million against the San Francisco, California, school system. Although the student in question had an above-average I.Q., according to tests he was still a functional illiterate. He could not read when he was graduated from high school. In this suit, his parents contended that their son was graduated "unqualified for employment other than the most demeaning, unskilled, low-paid manual labor."
Assuming the average cost of $1,000 per year to educate this young man, the taxpayers of San Francisco had put out $12,000 over the 12 years of his school career. For various reasons they had failed to carry out the assignment of the contract, so to speak, in educating him. Even more important, this young man had been short-changed as well as had the taxpayers.

I realize it is difficult to satisfy everybody, and that reminds me of a homely little story about a young man in the old days who got out of school and decided to get married. He met a nice girl he liked, and at that time it was proper to bring your girl home to meet your parents before you got married. Well, he brought this one home, and it was fine with his father but she didn't do much for his mother. He tried that several times, but none of them was ever good enough.

Finally, he got the picture and took one home who was just like his mother—and then his father refused. I realize it is easy to be critical of other people's problems. I am sure that it is unimaginably difficult to teach knowledge and skills to many of the so-called disadvantaged students and even to many of those with no intellectual handicaps. My own son is 16 now and has a little problem of motivation and the desire to play the scholastic role to its proper conclusion, so it hits pretty close to home. It is not something that is intangible and happens only to somebody else. Students inevitably bring some of the ills of the society into the classroom. Society now justifiably demands that the school system teach every educable child regardless of language barriers, cultural differences, and distractions of the neighborhood and home. The mere financial burdens to the public treasury of failing to educate the students to hold worthwhile jobs are overwhelming. On the average, we invest $1,000 annually in each student's school program, but I call your attention to the fact that it costs an average of $11,000 annually to maintain in a public institution anyone who proves incapable of becoming a productive and law-abiding citizen. In other words, institutional costs are 11 times as great today. They will probably go up in the future. The annual costs of welfare and unemployment compensation are probably greater than the $1,000 for schools.

Teachers and administrators can’t have it both ways; they can’t ask for the respect and salary of a skilled professional while shunning the responsibility for teaching all but the easy learners, if you will. Of course, nationally most teachers and administrators don’t shun that responsibility. I was impressed with a recent statement by William Coats, State Superintendent, in Kalamazoo, Michigan. Mr. Coats said, Our students will have adequate skills when they are handed Kalamazoo diplomas. To keep that promise we must carve out the components of student growth for which we can and will accept responsibility, and we must quit using the cop-out
that schools aren't able to help kids from bad homes anyway, so it is not fair to hold teachers and administrators accountable for student achievement.

That's a school man who doesn't normally boast, and I assume he is a career educator. It is in the context of teaching for results that we believe career education offers every promise of success. Career education, in the view of many businessmen, offers two big advantages to any school system. First, it gives students a greater incentive and motivation to learn because they are shown how to relate their academic pursuits to their future practical application. Second, career education makes available to schools a largely untapped and extensive reservoir of community resources, not only in business but in the whole spectrum of job opportunities open to our youngsters today. The possibilities include things that 25 years ago weren't even dreamed of as being possible for the average citizen. The variety of careers and subtle misconceptions about them are illustrated by a little story that I heard about a first-grader who took a test which involved, among other things, two drawings, one of a man reading and the other of a man chopping down a tree. She was asked to circle the picture of the man who was working. This little girl circled the man reading. The teacher marked the answer wrong. Well, it so happened that her own father was a school teacher, and when she saw him reading he was working, and when he was out chopping trees he was doing that for relaxation. So careers can have many types, and they encompass a wide variety of opportunities.

Let's consider some facts about the careers that are open today. Today there are 23,000 different types of jobs, according to the Department of Labor, and by 1980 it is estimated that this will grow to 30,000. The number of new jobs will, of course, be much greater than the 7,000 indicated by this difference in figures. Many jobs at which people are working today will decline to the point that they will have little significance in the labor market even at the end of this decade. In fact, of the millions of youngsters who started kindergarten and first grade last fall, two out of every three of them will eventually hold jobs that don't exist today. In other words, by 1985 we will have that much of a turnover in our labor market or job market. So the questions yesterday regarding school responsibility for placement of students in jobs is highly relevant and, as we see it, essential if the schools are going to perform their maximum possible service to the community.

How can the schools prepare their students effectively for this very rapidly changing job market? Obviously, school administrators and teachers can't do it alone. It's a rare school administrator, guidance counselor, or teacher who has been outside the field of education, and I say this in no critical way. Consequently, educators' knowledge of what employers want and need must come from the employers, professional
labor groups, and others who know what the career involves. Businessmen and educators must get together on a continuing basis to plan and update the curricula in light of actual and future job demands and must consider changes necessary to help to bring young people successfully through this critical transition from the world of education to the world of work.

This gives rise to an obvious question: assuming there is agreement on the part of the school people and the business and professional labor groups that a major goal of education is to prepare students to select wisely and advance in their careers, what are the best procedures for establishing the school-business partnership?

At the Chamber we have been giving this matter much thought, because, without an active and continuing collaboration between educators and businesspeople, no program of career education can really come alive. As we have pointed out, career opportunities change, and to keep up with the real world, those career educators must keep closest touch with the schools if we are to prepare the young people in the real world, those career educators must keep closest touch with the schools if we are to prepare the young people for effective participation in the world of work.
and knowledgeable business professional leaders have a joint responsibility, and I emphasize the word joint, to inform and motivate school leaders and business professional men throughout the country to get on this career education band wagon. The widespread interest in career education that has already been brought about by the very effective work of Dr. Marland, Dr. Hoyt, and others must be amplified and expanded. Actually, there is much wider knowledge among professional educators about what this is all leading up to than there is in the business community. We hope that you, the members of this very influential audience, will carry a torch for career education in your own states, seeking opportunities to present the facts and challenges to various leadership groups there and pointing out how they can participate on a continuing basis if this program is, in fact, to be successful.

The National Chamber is working in two major ways to achieve wider recognition and support for the concept. We are developing a program for publicizing career education and for enlisting continuing support in the business community. We plan to have a speakers' bureau with volunteer members from among local, state, and national Chambers—men and women qualified to speak on the subject to educators, businessmen, and other groups. To support their efforts, the Chamber will develop and distribute brochures on the economic and social benefits of career education and why business must take an interest in and provide more effective support for our schools in this major effort.

Our second major project is directed toward establishing an informal task force of major national associations. It ought to open other channels for information and collaborative efforts. We have had several meetings with top executives of major educational associations. Two are with us today: Lowell Burkett of the American Vocational Association and Owen Kiernan of the National Association of School Principals. We hope through them and others to get their counterpart organizations at the state and local levels to join with us in this effort to bring a very worthwhile and challenging concept into our schools. Dr. Hoyt, who has gone with the U. S. Office of Education as the chief staff man on career education, has participated in these meetings and has developed a draft on what career education is and what type of support we hope to get going. Dr. Marland mentioned yesterday the Gallup poll on education last August, and the surprisingly high proportion of unanimity and support among educators of this concept is almost like motherhood—everybody is for it. How we get it off the ground is the big question. It is vitally important for state and local school officials (including superintendents at the state and local levels, school principals, guidance counselors, curriculum developers, and teachers) to spread the word about what it is and what it can do. Furthermore, they should seek the active support and participation of the local and state Chambers and major individual employers in order to start the collaborative effort to get career education off the ground.
Perhaps a practical follow-up step and one that has already
gotten underway in a number of states is to select at least a handful
of communities or school districts in each state and get a career edu-
cation project actually in practice there. Our Chamber invitation
committee in late January visited Mesa, Arizona, which is one of the
six pilot school districts funded by Office of Education money. In
1971 we were tremendously impressed with what was being accomplished
there. As in the case in Louisiana, Arizona has made a statewide
commitment to bringing career education into the state school system.
I think this is encouraging. I think it indicates it's more than
a concept or theory. Something that is action-oriented is being
funded mainly by the state of Arizona, with some help from federal
programs that are available.

Let me make it clear that the foregoing procedures are only in
the preliminary stages as far as the Chamber is concerned at this time.
We are hopeful, however, that official agreements with other national
organizations will be made, and the effort will move ahead largely as
outlined or as appears practical in other ways. We also hope to have
the active support of the Council of Chief State School Officers. We
had hoped to meet with some of your executives in Washington. They
are busy men and they travel a great deal, but we hope to catch up
with Dr. Hansford and Dr. Jesser in the near future.

In conclusion, I would like to call your attention to two views
of education—one in ancient times and one more recently. Among other
things that Confucious is alleged to have said is: "The expectations
of life depend upon diligence, and the mechanic that will perfect his
work must first sharpen his tools." Another man in the 19th century
made a tremendous success of his own life and changed the state of the
world. That was Thomas Edison. You know, I understand he was a drop-
out. He never went to college, but he had this to say about edu-
cation: "Education isn't play; it can't be made to look like play.
It's hard work, but it can be made interesting work." Again, I think
the career education concept gives us the opportunity to make it
interesting work—work that is relevant and work that gives our
students a chance to make something of themselves and make our
country a better place for everybody.

Ladies and gentlemen, that is the message as we see it from one
segment of the business community. We ask to join with you in this
effort. We are ready to move ahead with you, but I believe that the
professional educational fraternity has got to provide the main leader-
ship. This is your ballgame, not ours. As Dr. Marland mentioned in
opening this meeting yesterday, we are ready to go with everything we
have in the way of support. You have got to pin down the ballgame.
That doesn't mean there have to be the same rules in every state. One
of the genius aspects of America is that you can be different and
yet be the same. You can have a national program which doesn't have to
be identical in every state. We at the National Chamber look forward to working with you and other leaders in education in helping to improve the educational accomplishments of our young people and their practical success in later life. To the extent that there have been shortcomings, business and industry must share the responsibility, and this recognition will evoke greater cooperation than was generally forthcoming in the past. But prerequisite to any significant accomplishments by this very natural partnership is imaginative initiative and leadership by educators, both professionals and laymen. We urge the Chief State School Officers and other educational spokesmen to help us in publicizing the need for career education and in assuring employers and Chambers of Commerce that their contributions are needed and welcomed.
ALTERNATIVES FOR ACTION

Willard Wirtz
Former U. S. Secretary of Labor
and
President, The Manpower Institute
Our subject this afternoon is implementation, which I count significant in itself. We in this room recognize that most of us are similar in character and in circumstances as far as our occupations are concerned, which means that any taste for the subject of implementation has to be an acquired taste—about like castor oil. Recognizing Pennsylvania and Louisiana as the proving exceptions, almost all of us here chose our professions originally because we preferred the competition of ideas over any other competition that occurred to us at the time. We were credentialed for entry into our profession and were advanced through the early stages of it on the basis of what we could put on a piece of paper. Our minds have never been willing to give our tongues the free license which hucksters and hucksters in general, commercial and political, seem to enjoy.

Our largest professional pleasures are still enjoyed in solitude, and our inclination as individuals is still pretty much to be satisfied when we have persuaded ourselves and just a few others whose judgment we respect that we are right. Yet, either through the operation of Murphy's Law—which you know is "if anything can go wrong it will," or as a result of the operation of the Peter Principle, or, hopefully, as the product of something inside us, we have, despite this background in original choice, put ourselves in a position that involves as demanding, difficult, inevitably frustrating, and almost impossible a selling or activating job as can be imagined. We find ourselves in the most rapidly expanding enterprise in the society and the economy, except perhaps leisure. Yet we have found we have to finance this growth from funds which are conceived of, erroneously I think, as coming necessarily from the exploitation of natural resources which are now running out. So we are asked, and expected, to perform a miracle of loaves and fishes.

We are upbraided constantly for there being too few educational and job opportunities, and we would be severely reprimanded if we suggested in public that the alternative and perhaps better answer is that there are too many people. We work on a project which has to be paid for now and enjoyed later, denying us, therefore, the advantage of other salesmen's classical blandishment. It was suggested yesterday that education is a delayed action function, and our function when you think about it is such that the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of our adding to the value of the product which passes through our classrooms won't show up until years later, can't ever be measured, and will be thought of as only a nostalgic recalling of a Mr. Chip or a Ms. Block—never in terms of a principal or a superintendent or a chief state school officer. Basically we are facing today two sets of warring demands: that education be, first, democratized and individualized and, secondly, that education be more efficient.
and cheaper. Yet there is a demand that there be the simultaneous improvement of both its quality and its equality.

It has been a great wasting of opportunity, it seems to me, that apparently both women and blacks have waged and are about to win their long overdue revolution without ever finding anything better to be equal to than white males. It's the additional and last part of our difficulty that we are now being asked to stage or wage a major social innovation. Innovation is always harder than running things fairly well as they are. We are asked to make a major social change, if you will, under five handicaps. First, there is no clearly identifiable, imperative crisis, which is the only proven catalyst for major social change in this country. Second, there is no clear constituency upon which we can fall, rely, or support. Third, there is no clearly identifiable locus of leadership as far as this change is concerned. Fourth, the proposed change appears, falsely, I think, to mean higher per capita taxes. Fifth, and finally, the change doesn't promise a single fast buck for anybody. That's a pretty tall order.

Well, is this, then, to be a counsel of despair as far as implementing these initiatives is concerned? Is it to be just a filing of grievances? Is it to be a falling back on what Governor Scott or Mr. Johnson of Mississippi suggested as a self-benediction and get out of it that way? No, except in one respect. I suppose that if I, personally, with my own future conveniently and pleasantly behind me, were to suggest a single initiative, it would be that this group of chief state school officers might issue a new Declaration of Independence proclaiming some truths that are by no means self-evident, but well ought to be. The gist of the declaration to parents and to individual students would be that if there is to be some improvement in this education/work experience and the relationship between these processes, they had better shape up and do something about it. Such a declaration might well constitute the single most effective product of a conference such as this, and yet I yield to what I assume is the truer circumstance and content myself with suggesting some more restrained alternatives.

As I turn to the matter of "alternatives for action," I would like to do it at a level which may be more restrained than a Declaration of Independence but which tries to synthesize what I heard here yesterday and today. I would like to add a few of my own thoughts to the subject and to raise it a little above the level of repair, a little above the matters of whether grants are to be categorical or consolidated, whether the structure of the Office of Education is to include a regional arrangement or something different, whether it is to be Title I, Title III, or Title V that ought to be expanded, or what the vocabulary ought to be, although those are important. I must say, as I have heard us talking about the differences between the several phrases, all multisyllabic and hard to understand, I can't help being reminded of the characteristics of my earlier profession—the law—including the fact that whenever the law comes to a difficult point, it finds some Latin
phrase to apply. It talks about habeas corpus and nobody really knows what habeas corpus is. When the lawyers in this country get into real trouble, they talk about nolo contendere. Nobody knows what that is either. So it is not peculiar to this situation that we have a little trouble with terminology when the chips are really down.

To suggest the approach that I would like to take, I rely on a story which is terribly old and in no way funny, quite poignant in fact, but suggests the level of consideration of our alternatives for action. I think of the three stonemasons building at the base of the cathedral at Chartres, and being asked by a passerby what they were doing. The first one answered, "I am making a living." In response to the same question, the second stonemason said, "I am cutting blocks," and the third said, "I am building a cathedral." Well, ladies and gentlemen, I think we are working here on a cathedral. I think that the cathedral is named life, and what we are looking for are the principles of basic change. I grew up, incidentally, thinking that the term for change was government and that the function of education was more in the nature of conserving things. A professional life divided now about equally between education and government has led me to exactly the opposite conclusion. I do not think change is going to come from government or through government. Basically, I think it is going to come from and through education. It is to me a sobering, humbling, and a proud thought that if there is to be a major change in this country, the group of people assembled around this table will probably be in a position to do more about it than any other group in the country. I do not mean to embroider the point; I just think it's true. So I would like to suggest what I think are the basic elements of engineering involved in making this particular change—three elements, if you will, of a strategy for change.

As far as terminology is concerned, it is easiest for me to talk about the development of an education experience policy, noting particularly that part of that policy is an education/work policy. I move quite unflinchingly to the consideration that it is all to the good to talk about the relationship between education and work, recognizing that work is only a part of subsequent life experience. If we could work out a better relationship between education and work, then we could go on to some of the harder problems of the relationship of education to leisure, if you will, and to the other things. I suggest three basic elements to describe the view of change. The first is that this initiative is now at the stage at which consolidation of forces and experience is both warranted and important. I recognize completely, as was reflected in the conversation yesterday afternoon, the value and competition of ideas in an R&D experimental change. Al Quie suggested that it takes about five years of conflicting notions before you find out which one is combative on the battlefield. As a matter of fact, that goes on indefinitely, but you do reach a point at which there has been enough competition of ideas, enough different kinds of experimentation—and the time to consolidate that experience has come. I think we are about there, and I suggest—I hope not impolitely—that there is
probably a cut-off point as far as litigating copyright claims which differ in detail and terminology is concerned, and we might very well get on to Vining what is common in our experience instead of what is different in our vocabulary.

It is part of the working dynamics of social change that the force of innovation tends to operate centrifugally—throwing off and dispersing at various points those who ought to be allies to the change—whereas the forces of inertia of the status quo work centripetally—rallying down into a single and powerful vortex those who like the status quo for entirely different reasons but are attracted to it. This point of consolidation comes up today in the context of particular concern about decentralization of some of the federal authority and money. I have mixed views about that, at least until I find out whether the trade-off is going to be decentralizing more authority with less money. I'm not sure about that yet, but I am talking about a different kind of thing particularly if these experiments are to be worked out at the local level, as I think they should be. It is very important to develop some structure of organization for the consolidation of experience.

Let me suggest what I mean by the question of the consolidation of experience. Three things have to be done. The first is a much more effective clearinghouse function for all this development and experimentation than has been going on around the country so far. The great success stories around the country are hardly known beyond the boundaries of the state; more than that, the worst failure stories are equally limited in their larger value to the rest of us (so that we don't try what somebody else has already proved wrong). Then there is the matter of evaluation, which has been referred to in passing. We have got to face up to that. Again Al Quie pointed out that the counterpoint of evaluation is likely to be control. We had better take our risks on that.

I agree, totally with Gene Sydnor's statement that "we have got to devise measurements of output in human terms instead of inputs in essentially cost or expense terms." We have got to get down to this matter of evaluation, and I think that is a part of the strategy of change, as well as an important element in the development of that strategy.
Second, it's an illusion that alternatives for action are conceived of most pragmatically in terms of specific proposals for administrative and legislative action except as attention is also given the essential development of a public purpose which will support such action. The tough-minded reformer, the tough-minded idealist will chink in terms that the herd job of persuading the democracy's membership as well as the easier task of advising its leadership. It is no more than a convenient half-truth that this persuasion is the leadership's function. I responded affirmatively, as I am sure you all did, to the suggestion yesterday of a meeting of chief state school officers with Al Quie, Carl Perkins, and John Truman.

I hope it happens, but we all know what the subject of that conversation would be. It would be 10 percent about what is right and 90 percent about what will pass. To talk about it in terms that separate those two things is misleading. There has already been a suggestion that I will heartily endorse that would come back to Governor Slaughter; quiet little question, "About whose expectations are we talking? The leaders, the parents, or conceivably even the students themselves?" Until we talk more about that and address our proposal to that group, we are kidding ourselves.

It seems to me that the development of a requisite, new public purpose depends here on doing, just to start, four things. The first, which has not been mentioned in the development of a set of social indicators to complement our economic indicators. We have said before, and I apologize for the repetition, that we do in this country, whatever we measure, and believe me, what we measure now makes a mockery of our underlying ideas as a country or even as a civilization. It is not under the ideas of a country or even a civilization that our statistics are measured, and believe me, what we measure now makes a mockery of our underlying beliefs, and I apologize for the repetition, that we do in this country, whatever we measure, and believe me, what we measure now makes a mockery of our underlying ideas as a country or even as a civilization. It is not under the ideas of a country or even a civilization that our statistics are measured, and believe me, what we measure now makes a mockery of our underlying beliefs.

We need to change the present unemployment/employment index, and we need to change the gross national product index. Until we do that, there won't be any basically significant change as far as the establishment of a new purpose is concerned. There has got to be another change; if the development of a new public purpose is to be an essential part of education, or of education's role in the development of this new policy, we must act on what we say we strongly believe. We must act on what we say we strongly believe. It is not under the ideas of a country or even a civilization that our statistics are measured, and believe me, what we measure now makes a mockery of our underlying ideas as a country or even as a civilization.

It has been worked back so that they have the 1960, 1955, and 1950 comparisons. What it does is take what we call a gross national product index and factor in as debits the cost of pollution, wastes of one kind or another, lost in addition to the cost of pollution, wastes of one kind or another, lost in addition to the cost of pollution, wastes of one kind or another, lost...
I don't understand why women are wasting their time on a constitutional amendment when so much more effectiveness would come from a change in the gross national product and its measurement. What it involves really is, if I go to the shop and make or sell a dress, the gross national product increases that much. If my wife stays home and makes a dress or raises a child, nobody is interested in that and it doesn't count. Those things simply have got to be changed.

In that connection I call your attention to the volume of social indicators coming out of the Office of Management and Budget, which I think is probably the single most important document that has come off the press in quite a long time. I picked it up in some fear and trepidation and, especially when I saw how slick a publication it is, was doubly concerned because I was afraid they were going to come out with just enough social indicators to satisfy the demand for a great deal more. I don't believe you will get that impression when you read it though, especially with the accompanying introduction which says, "This is all we have so far and it's terribly incomplete, but it's a start." So you have now for the first time a whole group of indices covering employment, education, public safety, health, population, leisure and recreation, housing, and income. It is a marvelous document because it says what it doesn't measure, which includes attitude and a lot of other things. It seems to me that we have some reason to believe we are getting on toward accomplishing the first of these elements, having people do their thinking in social as well as economic terms.

The second point as far as the development of a constituency is concerned is to recognize that there is a potential coalition constituency here which has to be brought together. What is presently conceived of primarily as the program of improved education and entry employment of youth has to be made comprehensive so as to cover the self-interests of a lot of people, particularly those stranded in mid-career or women who have completed one piece of education or one piece of a career and want to move on to another. When we stop talking about building bridges for upper teenagers between the worlds of education and work and start talking about breaking up the time tracks in which we erroneously--during the industrial revolution--divided up the one world of life, we will be on our way. We will then at least have the elements to answer the question of whether career education is simply a substitute, so far as blacks are concerned, for a welfare program. We will also be on our way toward the development of a working coalition, a political coalition, which will have the majority vote, especially if we add other groups which we haven't referred to at all. I would take several groups like those kids presently at the education/work gap, mid-career groups, those who are displaced by machines and are now being placed in sinecures of one kind or another, and women who want to move from one career to another career, and I would add in the retirees who are today the victims of the illusion that leisure is an unskilled occupation. I would give all of them an opportunity to move back and forth between education and work. That coalition is here for the asking and the organizing.
I am not sure that there is going to be sufficient political support for any narrower part of that grouping.

The third point as far as the development of new public purpose is concerned has to be the development of a modus operandi. I noted with great interest in John Ottina's reference yesterday the suggestion that the approach was to analyze the needs of children and then to move on from there. I approve completely, but I am sure that you will welcome the suggestion which I find best put in a recent speech of Allen Neffier, a man terribly important to any movement of this kind by virtue of both his position and his wisdom. He makes this suggestion:

The most productive way that I have found to think about the future of our society is not to worry in the first instance about the requirements of institutions or about institutional preservation, important as this is, but to consider the needs of discrete groups of the population.

I am only suggesting that we identify a number of needs of a number of discrete groups, and we'll at least have a start on the whole thing.

The fourth and last of the elements of developing a new public purpose has been much emphasized here. We have got to work out the economics of whatever we are talking about, it has got to come out with a black "bottom line," as they say, and then it has got to be explained. Eugene Sydnor referred to the failing bond issues, Al Quie talked about a point going on to it, Gordon Swanson talked about the tax levies, etc. I would like to add to what's been suggested only three or four elements that are in any way beyond the commonplace. One of them is Eugene Sydnor's reference to the cost of our failures. We tried once to figure out the cost to the community of a lifetime of a single failure boy or girl, who goes out of school without the ability to support himself or herself. It's an almost impossible piece of mathematics, but conservatively it came to something between $150,000 and $200,000 a year. Everytime a child goes without developing self-support. Just figure a $200,000 cost to that community over that individual's life. Now if we could get people to thinking in those terms, we would be on our way.

The second is that we have got to factor into these economics a full recognition of the potential value and worth of new forms of citizen participation. You are professional people, and your staffs are professional people, and it's going to be like pulling eye teeth to sell any of them on the value of volunteer service of one kind or another, but this country is full of people who want to serve and who could add greatly to the meeting of the economic demands of this situation.

Third, I would wish that we could do our mathematics without the constraints of the assumption that the potential development and use of human resources is necessarily limited by the supply and exploitability of natural resources. We have just got to get over that thinking. We
have got to start thinking in terms of human resources and natural resources as alternative raw materials of growth. It seems to me that current thinking about the economics of this subject is about at the point of an earlier debate about whether the world was flat or round. That is the difference between thinking in terms of growth just in terms of natural resources and expanding the thinking to include growth from human resources. As far as I am concerned, the future, like the world, has only horizons, and every single boundary is the result of human misconception.

Lastly, it does seem to me that a more effective interrelating of education and the rest of the life experience, including particularly but not exclusively work, very probably depends on the development of new structure, institutional structure, as on the devising of new programs.

Today we have learned three phrases. The first was consolidation, the second was new public purpose, and the third was structure. The pervasive but dubious assumption is that there can be a sufficiently increased interrelating of these life elements within the present institutional structure, relying largely on educators' new awareness of experience's imperatives and on an emergent "corporate social consciousness" to overcome the forces of both other institutional purpose and inertia within the institutional bureaucracy.

I have taken a little "trip" recently into the literature of the strategy of change. It is a strange and wonderful world, and it bothers me. I find there a quite unnerving suggestion that change of the kind we are talking about simply can't come within the present institutional structure. I feel that I am on pot or something of that kind and sort of enjoying it until I find other experts moving on to the hard drugs of "consciousness 3," John Birch societies, communist cells, and "therapeutic communities" of one kind or another. I can go only, half way with it. It does seem to me that there are institutional structural changes which can be made without the trauma which comes from institutional revolution, but rather as institutional evolution.

Three suggestions come to mind about the kinds of structural problems and considerations which are involved here. There is, first, a very real question in my own mind about the validity of the assumptions which some educators seem to be making today about the structure of work, especially about what work will be in the future. Aaron Warner raised the question this morning of whether there are reliable projection techniques for finding out what work there will be in the future, and he said there are not. Let me give just one illustration of this. It bothers me that the country is being flooded with statements that there will be 4 million teachers educated in the decade of the '70's for only 2 million jobs. That is true if you assume the present student/teacher ratio; all false if you change the ratio by even two students per teacher. To talk about projecting in terms of the present structure of work or the demands for work is just as wrong as it can be. Charlie Radcliffe asked about the youth
There isn't time now to answer him, except to say that those figures are totally unreliable and totally incorrect as a basis for any guidance at all. I used to be in charge of putting out that seasonally adjusted decimal point unemployment index. I used to think every month of Cervantes' little epigram, "Facts are enemies of the truth." The facts are just exactly as stated. The truth is totally different. You are talking about 14-15 percent. The country doesn't know that over half of those kids, 16-19 years old, are in school. They are looking for part-time work—evenings, weekends, holidays. So the figure understates badly. It understates worse. It doesn't show that there is an average of success and failure. It doesn't point out that all an average does is prove to you that if you have got one foot in your refrigerator and one foot on your stove, you are, on the average, comfortable. It is grouping white boys and girls with black boys and girls so as to conceal the fact that as far as black girls between the ages of 16 and 19 years old are concerned, it is not 15 percent but about 35 percent. I predict that youth unemployment rates in their present form simply cannot be relied on, and those are the basic employment figures that you are working with when you talk about some of the things that you have in mind here. Another structure of difficulty Gene Sydnor pointed out in his reference to reading and wood-chopping is what work is and what work isn't. I was 57 before I found out that it is much more fun to do something with my hands than with my head. I have been using my head all my life and my hands not at all. Let me point out another illustration. Here we are going blindly ahead, getting more kids into college without realizing that the percentage of college graduates is going up just as the percentage of jobs requiring a college education is going down. We are beginning to look at the work being done by 16-19-year-olds only to find out that it probably will be growing more different every day from regular work as we conceive of it. Fewer kids are moving from entry-level jobs to the second- and third-level jobs, and the implications of that are simply unlimited. There is a real question about our understanding of the present structure of work.

My second point is about the structure of the federal government. It is quixotic to talk about a federal education/work policy as long as the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is in charge of the educational process and the Department of Labor has the work responsibility. They are about 14 blocks apart, and the only way to get from one building to the other is to go all around the world. As long as we have got that kind of structural organization in the federal government, we are kidding ourselves about policies being worked out best. Reference has been made to the President's obviously sound proposal for the Department of Human Resources, including an Education and Manpower Division. The situation is not totally different as far as the state capitals are concerned, but I won't go into that here. I do point out that wherever you have a disjointed, sprawling government structure, you have a force which works on behalf of the status quo and which inhibits change because it is hard to get change through that kind of structure. Finally, I simply point out that at least some of the functions that the educational/employment institutions
assume responsibility for--guidance and counseling, for example--were once exercised by another institution, the family. We can't talk about strategy of change or about structure here without recognizing that part of the problem is that we now have two drop-out institutions on our hands--the church and the family--and we are becoming surrogate institutions for those other two.

I find another emergent theme in what has been said in this conference, and it's very hard to identify. That theme is community. Occupational education was first training for public employment; then it was broadened to training for service, and then broadened further to preparing youngsters not just to make a few bucks but to invest themselves in creating a new society. I propose that we identify the principle and purpose of everything we are talking about here by whatever title fits. Occupational education is only a part of it. There is a dilemma as far as developing new structures is concerned and new dilemmas as far as education is concerned. As far as my own view goes, the new structures which have to evolve must include some participation by the public in a much more direct form than it now participates in either the educational or the employment institutions. I don't know whether you want more public participation or not. I am not sure that you do, but I think it is going to be absolutely essential. I think there ought to be in every local community in this country a community council which would be tri-partite in structure and include representatives of the schools, the employment community, and the public. I've represented the public for the last 30 years, and nobody can tell me anything about the difficulties of handling that client. It is never there when you need it. It doesn't know what it wants except that it doesn't want to pay much of anything for services rendered in its behalf. It is an amorphous, giant, sprawling thing. It is terribly hard to organize. I don't think it is going to be properly represented through the present institutions. I think we have a better chance today of solving that problem than ever before because people now want to participate in their government more than they did before. I call your attention to two interesting initiatives. First, the Kettering Foundation is trying to develop, as some of you know, a citizens' involvement network. Second, there will shortly be an announcement of the John D. Rockefeller III bicentennial era program. It took 13 years to move from the Declaration of Independence to the Constitution. The most important thing that happened in those 13 years was the development of a new decision-making process which included the people instead of including them out. Let's do the same thing during the bicentennial era program, which I suggest can be a very important rallying point as far as the interest we are talking about here is concerned.

I think it makes all kinds of sense to talk about building a cathedral of life. If this seems like too big an order, just for starters, think of Antigone saying to Ismene, "Until we have tried and failed, we have not failed." Through everything I've read and heard here, there is a total and complete conviction that the future is a good idea.
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The concept that we are here to talk about offers many opportunities, not just in the narrow sense of looking to a new kind of program, a new concept, or a new approach, as important as that may be. I interpret the concept of career education to be the kind of education that comprehends what we should have comprehended all along, that we are preparing people for a kind of understanding and for building the groundwork so that whatever they do, they do it with a standard of excellence, a standard of pride, and a beginning understanding of the real meaning of their own lives. We're going to do many things differently, and we're certainly going to move into the future with much, much change.

I recall a line from an article that Leslie Chain wrote, which said, "In a very real way, children live in the future." Children are going to be living in a future that we do not fully understand, and so I applaud all efforts to relate education to the understanding that children are going to need as they move on into the problems of life.

I was struck by a note on the back of the Education Digest that the U. S. Office of Education had reported that each year 2-1/2 million young people leave school without adequate preparation for careers. Now, I don't know exactly where they got that figure or at what point some of those students may have dropped out before graduation, but that compares with a total of about 2-3/4 million who do graduate, which begins to show the need for new concepts, innovations, and changes in curricula and in methods of putting schools together. It certainly demonstrates that we have failed in many ways. Now, that's nothing new, because we've known all along that the schools as we have organized them and as we have trained people to teach in them have not always reached all of the children. We've tried various ways to improve, and we will continue to do so.

I read an article in Educational Leadership by William C. Miller who had some questions to raise about the usefulness of career education, but I think that was simply a discussion to lay the proper understanding of the people reading that article. I was struck by one sentence because it got to a common theme that I've talked about and felt was important for a long time. He said, "Its greatest assets are the fresh hope it can bring for curriculum improvement and the new approaches it can provide for revitalization of instructional programs." I agree. I think it provides new hope, new opportunities, and new ways that we can find to associate with the new understanding and interest on the part of many people outside the education profession. It gives us many opportunities to find a new educational sunrise, and we can make
The public image of education is not as good as it has been in some years past. In fact, in many ways it’s been in a downward spiral. Too often people have felt that their children were not getting what they should get from their school experience. Taxpayers have been revolting in one form or another. Craig and I helped put some taxes on people here. You know, they’re still fussing about it, but they’re still supporting the schools. Craig’s getting a big hunk of money from the legislature tomorrow that wouldn’t be there if we hadn’t had the courage to ask people to accept higher taxes for the sake of our children.

I point this out simply to say that when you’re toting that bale, you’ve got to understand that sometimes they’re going to put the whip to your back, regardless of whether you are promoting new programs or new taxes. When I was campaigning for governor, I moved around the state telling people how much we needed to do about education—that we needed to pay the teachers more, that we needed to buy more books for the libraries, that we needed to have more teachers so we could have fewer students in each classroom, that there were all kinds of things that we needed to do. I was down in a little eastern North Carolina town telling all of this when some lady stood up in the back and asked, “Where are you going to get the money to do all of that stuff?” That sort of sounded like she was a heckler. I looked around, but I didn’t see anybody from a newspaper. I said, “Where do you think we’re going to get it? We’re going to get it from taxes.” Well, everybody broke out in applause. As I was leaving, I said to my campaign manager, “That was absolutely remarkable. I have never seen anything like it. I said we were going to get the money from taxes, and everybody applauded. I think I’m going to make that part of my campaign.” He said, “I wouldn’t be too quick about that. I think they thought you said you were going to get it from Texas.” We did get it, though, and it is here.

We’re going to need to continue now to develop the kind of support that we developed in the early 1960’s when people willingly supported new taxes because those taxes supported education, and those educational opportunities, in turn, opened up opportunities for their children, their neighbors’ children, and all of the people of North Carolina. That was a time in the life of this state when people understood that putting money in education was the best possible investment they could make, and they were ready to pay and move to improve the schools. We need to get back to that understanding, and career education offers a means of getting back. I think people understand that this approach is a genuine effort to relate education to the needs of young people and society, and that something constructive is being done. It’s not the same old thing of educating people almost out of past experience instead of future hopes. I think you can use exciting programs such as this one to generate the kind of support that will make it possible for you to do even more to
improve education, to gain support, and to gain the public confidence we need. We need to make the people of the country believe we can do the job of using education to provide opportunities for all people. We need to make them understand that we can design the kind of a school system and broad educational programs that will reach out for all people with all talents.

We need to let the people know that education can serve society in unorthodox as well as orthodox ways. For example, we had a well-intentioned program underway to end poverty. I never did think it was quite the concept we should have had because I always saw the assault on poverty as an educational program—unorthodox, yes, but nevertheless educational—that would attack the causes of poverty, which is quite a different thing. I think we should now pick that up again and not say, "That was a failure so we’re not going to try it again." "The poor will always be with us," some people are pleased to say. Education can mean something to people’s lives individually and to the lives of their children, not just the passing of grades in a school, but getting something out of it. We can make education as exciting as it has been at some times in the past, in some places; and as we move to make education exciting and bring to it a new approach, a sense of freshness, we will gain the kind of support education is entitled to have and must have. Duke University has attempted to do its part.

A couple of weeks ago I spent a day in an elementary school where Duke had provided some additional resources. The significant thing to me was that that school was a really exciting place. Every little kid in that school was excited about going. They didn’t want to go home. They were anxious to get there in the mornings to find out what was going to happen each day. It wasn’t that Duke put a little money into it; it was that the superintendent of the system cut loose the principal to do what he wanted to do. The principal, in turn, cut loose his teachers to innovate and literally let down walls, and the teachers called on the children to be a part of the new, creative approach in their little school.

I think too often we attempt to plan from above and require conformity; things have to be done a certain way. It’s so much easier for a city superintendent to require uniformity and conformity of his principals than to take a chance on cutting them loose. One reason it’s easier is that he doesn’t have to take the flack for mistakes because the deadly mistakes that come from conformity aren’t noticed by the public, and the other way, some principal might do something that was wild enough to get an unfavorable press comment and upset the superintendent. I think that’s where your leadership comes in because you can encourage people charged with the administration of school systems to cut loose their principals, teachers, and students to innovate, change, and make education exciting. A lot of good ideas will come out of that kind of approach. Where your leadership comes in is in seeing to it that personnel
get the encouragement and protection to open up the system in this respect. I think creativity is being killed off every day in almost every school across the country; and if we are going to build back the public confidence, we've got to get away from killing off creativity. We've got to get away from being slaves to conformity, and we need to provide the kind of fresh leadership that lets the public know that we are doing something about their children and their problems and opening up opportunities in their society.

I'd like to feel that somehow we could break into that new hopeful period of excitement in the way we teach teachers. I haven't been satisfied at all, and while I haven't intended to be insulting, I have pointed out that most schools and colleges of education are extremely dull. (I said that to the Duke department, but I said it with enough of a smile that they were sure that I meant it constructively.) We haven't done enough to train at the college level the administrators and teachers who are becoming, by that training, professionals. We haven't done enough to give them the sense of experimentation and excitement that they should carry forward into their professional lives. I think that is where we have failed. Some few places are beginning to change and turn around, and some are beginning to take a new look at the way teachers are trained. We have determined at Duke that we are going to do something different. For the moment we are calling it an Institute of Education. We might call it something else, but the idea is that teachers cannot go through the same old procedure of reading the same old textbooks and following the same old courses and still come out prepared to take part in the kind of school system that you are talking about designing, the kind of system that we are going to need to gain the public support we need. We might call it an Institute of Learning and Teaching. It seems to me that the understanding of education—knowing something about teaching and learning, knowing something about the profession—should not be limited to people who are going to pursue the profession as a lifetime career. Because education spills over more and more and will continue to spill over into the lives of all of us, because education's becoming the main core of public decision-making, because of what we do in public understanding of education in and out of Congress and in state legislatures, and because citizens are working with schools at the community level, more and more citizens are caught up in the process of education. I would like the students who go through our university, no matter what they're going to be—engineers, journalists or historians—to know enough about the process of education to understand what society needs from education and what education can provide to society. We want to make a kind of Institute that spreads out across all the departments, worries about the teacher training, and worries about the profession, but additionally involves all people as all citizens must be involved in knowing more about the educational process.
This is where the Chiefs come in, it seems to me, because there is reason right now for cheer and encouragement. The time is here when we can gain public support if we will get across to the public the sense of excitement that we have. I don’t know where leadership starts if it doesn’t start with you. This is nothing new with me. I contended a long time ago that we needed to shape educational policy at the state level, that we needed to look to the states primarily to provide the kind of leadership that would improve the schools. Historically, the schools have belonged to the states; historically, also, the better schools have been strongly supported by state appropriations. If we are going to have a viable policy or policies flexible enough to suit all of our requirements and needs all over this diverse country, we need to leave this source of strength and leadership with the states. The compact for education—the Education Commission of the States—was founded on the belief and the conviction that leadership has to come from all of you working at the state level, mobilizing there the kind of support, the kind of understanding, that education must have. I didn’t purposely neglect the local school boards in saying that, because this is the kind of leadership that encourages and supports the local school endeavor. Nor did I neglect the federal level, because there are many things the national government should be doing that it hasn’t been doing. The national government has never truly faced up to its obligation to provide its share of support for education. I would not want to see, and I’m sure you would not want to see, the kind of support that carries with it direction.

Just to take an excellent example, career education is a good thing. It’s a good concept. Therefore, somebody out there directs that all school systems will adopt it right now or have their funds cut off. That’s not going to be our approach. In times past, that may have been the attitude in Washington on the part of some people, but not many. I think almost everybody now understands that that cannot work. One central source of direction is not going to build a school system that serves every child in the nation. The leadership still must come from you. That is not to say that leadership cannot involve, as it must involve, an insistence that the national government do its share in the financial support of education. For lots of reasons, Constitutional and otherwise, the national government has the greatest source of revenue available to the governments of this federal system; but, because those funds are available there, the obligation is there to apply those funds where the people are and where the need is. I think one of the big tasks over the next decade is going to be to convince the national government that general support for secondary and elementary education should approach 1/3 of the total cost. That’s an arbitrary figure but a fairly realistic one. How is that going to be done? Are a few Congressmen going to get together and say that it should be done? Or will you provide the leadership that spreads out to people all over the country and says, “We’re going to do our part in designing an exciting, far-reaching school program; we’re going to do our part in getting state support; we’re going to do our
part in the improvement of education; and we're going to insist that our national leaders do their part in providing the kind of financial support that can be provided only from that source?"

There is an army available to you that can be mobilized--friends, parents, people who understand what education can do for society, citizens everywhere--but we need a focal point, leadership. That leadership rests with those of you who head the efforts of education in the various states, because that is where the responsibility is; and because the responsibility is there, that responsibility, that opportunity, and that chance for fulfillment are yours.
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We have spent two days here together, two glorious, exciting, informative, and emotional days, and we owe a great deal to both our sponsors and their respective staffs for having us here and for stimulating this dialogue between us. I am sure that, unlike ships that pass in the night, each and every one of us will be affected by our meeting. We will be influenced by the events in which we have participated, and we will, I am sure, react in the manner described in George Quarles' pamphlet. Each of us will hear a different beat of the drum, and each of us will march to a different tune.

Pursuing this theme, let me take a few moments to run over the highlights of our mutual experiences in the past two days. I would like to put on the hat of a music critic for a moment, even though this is a role for which I am totally unqualified, and describe for you the beat of the drum that I heard in something I would like to call "A Symphony in Four Movements for a Comprehensive Educational Orchestra." Those of you who are knowledgeable music critics, please excuse my terminology.

I may be way off base (to mix a metaphor), but as I heard it, the first movement was a fugue in three parts. One part of the orchestra was playing career education, one part was playing occupational education, and one part was playing vocational education. Like most fugues I have heard, it created a kind of tension, a sense of uncertainty. It raised such issues as: What is it? What does it mean? Whose responsibility is it? Should we wait for research before we push ahead?

It created a conflict within me as I heard certain themes echo and re-echo from the section in this orchestra assigned to the vocational education part. I heard a theme that asked, "Whose money is it? Whose money is it?" Yet, in spite of that confusion, in spite of that tension, there seemed to be a kind of force behind this movement, an overpowering force that said, "We must go on." Through the voices of some 93 percent of parents, we heard, "We must go on." As we looked at the efforts that have been made at local and state levels—the dedication and the diligence—the music cried, "Things have happened. They have already occurred." It was clear that in this movement the composer was building a momentum which should not and could not be stopped.

After a brief intermission we went into the second movement of this symphony. I call it pianissimo. It has a theme with which I could begin to identify, to compare with other things I was familiar
with and which we had done. We talked about things like a need for qualified staff, a purpose that federal, state, and local agencies have joined together in trying to serve. We talked about the need for parental involvement—a role in which, again, a certain amount of leadership has been shown by both state and federal organizations. There is a need for community involvement—a role whose importance we began to understand more and more as the days went on.

We heard another theme—lifelong learning—and, as the orchestra expanded, we included sections that dealt with postsecondary education, college and university education. While this was going on, two stagehands were having some kind of discussion about where to put the chairs for the orchestra—whether they should be all in one place or whether we should have ten sets of chairs—in Boston, New York, Atlanta, and so on. I didn't quite understand how that got worked into the theme, but it seemed like an interesting discussion.

This second movement engendered in all of us a feeling of familiarity and tranquility, for we were talking about things we were accustomed to, talking about roles we understood.

We then moved into the third movement, and here the development of the theme was entrusted to a section in the educational orchestra on which we do not usually rely to develop a theme. I listened carefully, as I am sure many of you did, because I expected that the expected theme would not prevail but that, instead, the counterpoint—"education is for jobs...education is for jobs"—would prevail. We did not hear that, however. We heard from this section a full development of the theme of what we were talking about here. I heard, "Education is for all." I heard, "We have got to restructure what we are doing to take into account a very rapidly changing society—educationally, technologically, and in the labor market." I heard the plea for better ties with the community, better ties between education, labor, and industry.

Throughout, two voices seemed to dominate. One, again from this unusual section, sang out that this was a means of motivating young people and adults and that we, who are more accustomed to applying our orchestration to those pieces of this educational symphony that we are most familiar with, are overlooking an untapped reservoir and should find better ways to tap that reservoir. It seems to me that some heard a beat they were going to march to.

The chairman said, "We see a role for us, some 'next steps.'" We see that we can, through publicity, magazine articles, and the speaker's bureau, tap a resource to come into our localities and our schools and help us develop this theme. We see that this is one of
the beats we can march to, and, further, we see that we can, in each community, form a task force, a coalition of support for this movement.

But is this scene misplayed? It seems that we have heard a very challenging note create discord in this melody. Since we were talking about national expectations, it was right that the challenge came, "What is the climate of national expectations? What is it that we must expect?" In a small voice the answer came back, "I thought that we must together, looking at this whole orchestra, develop and expand not only educational but labor opportunities."

Suddenly, in the back, the brass section stood up and sounded a clear and resounding tone which captured the interest and momentum that had been developed in the first movement and echoed again in the second. Gordon Swanson heard some beats and enunciated what he thought were some next steps and directions.

First of all, he said we should form a group of Chiefs, and as I heard that beat I asked, "What about the task force the Chiefs already have on this? How should we use that?" He talked about a coalition of postsecondary education, and I asked at our hosts here in North Carolina and thought of a similar institution at Ohio State and asked, "How should we use these resources in developing our next step?"

He talked about an interrelationship with the feds. In that he struck a beat with which I can well identify, and I said, "Yea, verily, indeed, that is what we are all about." That is what Bill Pierce, Ken Hoyt, the vocational education staff, and the occupational education staff that will soon come into play are all about. He said we should worry about tomorrow's needs in problem-solving, and I am sure that all ears picked up that note.

Then we turned to the fourth movement. I prefer to call it the fourth movement and not the finale because for the first time I began to understand in this group what I thought it was all about. It seemed to me that the first three movements were really a prologue to a much richer and deeper concept and idea. The fugue we heard was just one of many fugues that need to be played, in which all of the educational resources and noneducational resources need to be examined in terms of what they can contribute and what role they must play in the educational process.

The beat that I heard was from a man who said, "It's a beat for all America. It is a movement, a concept, that can be used to reform education and society. It is a means of meeting our challenge for tomorrow." To me the beat was made very clear. He said, "First we should consolidate our experiences and share them through clearinghouses,
through evaluations." If there ever was a note that I could respond to and be in tune with, that was one. The federal government is in an ideal position to help.

He talked about a new public purpose, and here he came with me to the very heart of what American society is all about—how inadequate our indices of measurement are, and how inconsistent we are in terms of our goals and our measurement of these goals. He laid down a challenge for all of us to think more about what it is that we are trying to achieve. He then went on to develop this public purpose by talking about the inclusion of women in mid-career preparation. I paused for a moment, thinking,

Why do we need to be reminded of this when, from the very beginnings of our thoughts in this movement of reform and change, we had conceptualized it to include women, those in mid-career, retired persons, and others? How did we lose track of this? Where did we drop the ball in understanding where it is that we've been trying to go?

He talked a little bit about economics, and I remembered taking out a pad of paper and pencil and coming to the very same conclusions. Education is cost-beneficial. No doubt about this. It is a clear and easy case to make. It is cost-effective. It is very clearly a responsibility that we must undertake.

Then he talked about new institutional structures, and here again we were reminded that education has been asked to carry an ever-increasing load or responsibility. As he and other scholars have noted, the traditional institutions that have been relied upon in the development of the human being—his morality, his culture, his understanding, and his well-being—have changed. Many of them no longer exist for many of our citizens, and the burden has fallen on our shoulders.
I accepted the invitation of my colleagues on the planning committee to summarize this conference before I became aware of John Ottina's extraordinary talents. Anything that might be said after Dr. Ottina's brilliant analysis is anticlimactic. I only wish that every educator in America could have heard it.

During the week, I have been asked if there is a hidden agenda at this conference, and I have denied it. Now, at the conclusion of the conference, I should like to change my plea. There is a hidden agenda, and it is called Charles and David Coster. Charles is 10 and in the fifth grade, and David is nine and in the fourth grade. This conference was held because of a concern for the quality and relevance of schooling that Charles and David Coster and all the Charleses and Davids throughout the nation are getting. Good as it is, American education is not as good as it ought to be, especially for those Charleses and Davids who will not get their vocational education in colleges and universities.

In light of this hidden agenda, I would like to summarize four points of concern which have emerged from our conference. The first is a re-examination of American educational philosophy. I had hoped that we might start here, or at least in the near future, the development of an indigenous American philosophy of education that is addressed to three points: reform—that is, changing the system from a system of exclusion to one of inclusion; comprehensiveness—that is, education that meets reasonable criteria in terms of clientele, purpose, content, style of learning, preservation of the culture, advancement of life, span of ages served, and, when speaking of vocational education, the range of the occupational structure; and responsiveness—which relates to students, parents, the community, and American ideals.

The second concern is for legislation. Many of the participants here are working in that area. What kind of legislation will be written that will result in education's being accountable to students, parents, and especially those who have not fared so well in sharing the benefits of this society, particularly women, minority groups, handicapped persons, and the aged? When will we get a Morrill Act for elementary, secondary, and vocational education that will change their structure in a manner similar to that which changed higher education a century ago?

The third concern is for bringing vocational education into the mainstream of the American educational system. The original vocational education act, the Smith-Hughes Act, clearly put vocational education under public supervision and control. Vocational education is a subsystem of the public educational system; yet, among those of us who are vocational educators, few believe that the system has truly accommodated
vocational education. We hope the cry for relevance is heard here by the managers of the several state systems throughout the nation.

The fourth concern is for establishing more fully the partnership between state and federal governments. Education in America has been thought of as a function of the states, but the impetus for vocational education has come largely through the acts of the Congress of the United States. Vocational educators have been prone to look to the federal government for leadership and guidance. Now, there is nothing wrong with providing leadership at the national level, but with the possibilities of revenue sharing and decentralization, increased responsibility at the state level is evident. The federal Vocational Education Personnel Development Program has been directed toward increasing the capacity of the state systems to respond to the need for leadership and new directions. The question is—Will the managers of the state systems, the Chiefs, take up the gauntlet?

The next step is your agenda. We have brought out the questions and issues, and we have delineated the hidden agenda. What will you do to make the American educational system the kind of system that Charles and David Coster and all the Charleses and Davids of America deserve?

It has been a pleasure to have all of you here. We hope you enjoyed it, and we hope you remember Pinehurst.
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Introduction to the Remarks by Nelson Jack Edwards

Sitting with the Chiefs during each session were three or four catalysts who reacted along with the Chiefs to these presentations. In the opening session of the conference, one of the catalysts was the late Mr. Nelson Jack Edwards, Vice-President of the United Auto Workers of America. Mr. Edwards' general comments in response to Dr. Marland and others are quite pertinent, and they are included here as a tribute to him and as a representation of the remarks made by the catalysts who contributed to the spirit and atmosphere of the conference.

General Comments by Nelson Jack Edwards

I'm pleased to have been invited to act as a "catalyst" in your conference. I might say that the conference today deals with one of the most important—and most complicated—educational problems facing our society today. As you can well guess, it is a problem which greatly concerns the UAW and our nation's 1,300,000 members.

First of all, our UAW families want their sons and daughters to be educated in ways that will equip the youngsters for the realities of life. And one main reality of life is that a person needs satisfying, meaningful work to sustain himself and his family. We have to question, however, whether our educational system is doing an adequate job of preparing young people for working lives that will satisfy them both economically and intellectually. Do our schools give the basic training necessary for the kinds of occupations available today?

Let me answer that question by pointing to a glaring contradiction which exists today. We are, in many areas of our nation, in a state of economic recession—especially in Michigan and in other highly industrialized states. Unemployment is close to 11 percent in many areas and is well above 5 percent nationally. Yet all these people are not necessarily

1 Approximately 15 leaders in America served as "catalysts" to the conference. Space limitations preclude the publication of all their comments. We have chosen to include the comments of Nelson Jack Edwards, whose untimely death is mourned by all who knew him, as a tribute to Mr. Edwards.
out of work because there are no jobs available. Let me illustrate this by showing you the "Help-Wanted" sections of two newspapers—The Los Angeles Times and The Detroit News. In the Los Angeles Times on March 11, there were ten pages of classified ads seeking workers. In the News, there were three pages. And what kinds of jobs were these? Scores of them were for skilled and semi-skilled workers and technicians—bridge-port machine operators, medical technologists, pipefitters, plastic mold builders, lathé hands, registered nurses, computer programmers and technicians. In fact, most of the employment opportunities were not for college graduates but for individuals who could have stepped into meaningful, decent-paying jobs if they had received the right kind of vocational education.

That, I submit, is our basic problem: educating our nation to fill the employment opportunities available today—and the employment opportunities that will become available tomorrow through our rapid expansion of new technology. The demand is there and the supply of potential workers is there, but we haven't yet crossed the educational gap that would bring the two together.

Now, perhaps I can phrase some specific questions about some very real problems to be solved: What can be done to guarantee adequate financial support of occupational and vocational education programs on the local and state levels? I am not happy to admit that Michigan ranks about forty-th the fifty states in support of such education at the state level.

What ways and means do we have available to convince and "sell" our youth and their parents on the importance and advantage of securing skills through high school that will adapt our youngsters for entering the world of work? What ways do you see of both labor and industry playing a more meaningful role in organizing and conducting vocational education in our public schools?

How do we carry out the goals of a career education movement by seeing that all education—from kindergarten through the 12th grade—is career or vocation oriented?

What would you do about changing the teacher training institutions to make sure that courses and curricula are vocation or career oriented?

Should we be carrying out research into the needs of today and tomorrow in business and industry? Should we be conducting research into job trends? Should direct links be established between the schools and industry, business and labor, to develop cooperative work experience programs?

What kind of job are we doing—and what should we be doing—to remove employment and vocational barriers for blacks, females and other minorities? Do we do an adequate job of counseling youngsters for entering vocations.
and choosing educational programs to prepare them for those jobs? Is there enough work being done by schools in cooperation with the federal, state and local equal employment opportunity compliance agencies to meet the needs of labor, business and industry in training blacks, females and other minorities?

One last question: Is our political system "tuned in" to the need for federal and state legislation in the areas of vocational training and career development? And, if not, what should we do to get our elected politicians on the ball?

Mr. Edwards' Comments in Response to Dr. Sidney Marland's Presentation

On the question of the relationship between progress in the areas of occupational and vocational education and progress in civil rights, unless every man has the right to learn a job that will enable him to earn a decent living, he cannot be said to have established first-class citizenship in his community and nation. To have the right to a job without the qualifications for one can lead to bitter frustration and the destruction of initiative and faith in one's self.

With regard to educators who express some misgivings and, in some instances, alarm over the modest participation of industry and labor in the formulation of vocational programs, I feel that such misgivings and alarms are unjustified and clearly not in the best interests of those whom we seek to help. Surely no one knows better the needs and the fine nuances of the contemporary world of work than industry and labor, who are directly engaged in it on a day-to-day basis. How to teach and get the student to learn is still quite properly the province of the educators, but it surely serves no constructive purpose to prepare today's youngsters for yesterday's jobs.

On the question of state power or administration, I will surely concede that there are certain programs that can and should be administered by the state. However, I also firmly believe that if minimal standards are to be observed across the country, the federal government must have, at the very least, a monitoring authority and power to act to ensure that the states are carrying out the intent of Congress in their implementation of federal legislation on education.

As Dr. Marland observed, with the strong federal legislative support and intervention in the field of education in the 1960's, we thought we had really turned the corner and would be making revolutionary strides. Yet we find a decade later, as he points out, that we have reverted to the same old system of woefully inadequate support of education, particularly vocational education. The institutions of education in this country are in deep trouble, because while in a relative sense we may be spending more, the hard fact is that we are achieving much less.

With respect to the allocation of $100 to every student if an appropriation of $5 billion could be secured, I am in total opposition to this.
kind of "equality." It would not meet the problem and would be grossly unfair to the school districts with a low tax base. The gross inequalities that already exist between districts where, for example, parents are capable of assisting their child academically and others where they are not would surely not be removed or even dented by a $100 per student allocation. There is just no way to leave the problems confronting our educational institutions untended and expect that they will somehow just evaporate. We have to find solutions to these problems because they will surely multiply, and coming generations will have a far more difficult task finding solutions than we have today.

The teacher-counselor question is one that, in my judgment, could be corrected if the counselors and teachers spent more time in measuring the child's academic capability and relating it to the child's needs to enter the world of work with a meaningful and salable skill. The high school still trains for its historical function of college preparation. Approximately 20 percent of high school students go to college, yet major emphasis is placed in this area by academic tradition and power. In the American dream all children must go to college to amount to anything. The academic community which runs the schools and colleges, by and large, reflects this attitude. In my view, this attitude must change.
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